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Getting to know
SeMS

What questions does this section answer for me?
+ What is a Security Management System (SeMS)?
+ Why would my airport want to implement an SeMS?
+ How do I use this SeMS guidance?
Answering these questions means you are more likely to choose a starting
point for your airport’s SeMS journey that is manageable, and therefore
more likely to be achieved.

Getting to know SeMS

1.1

Project background

National Safe Skies Alliance commissioned Arup to develop “…a single guidance document
that addresses the purpose, applicability, and implementation of an SeMS that will assist airport
operators in enhancing their security posture.” This SeMS User Guidance document (hereafter
Guidance) is the product of that commission.
The Guidance has been written with a human-centered design approach; future users were
consulted early in its development, influencing both content and format. Consultation involved
a series of interviews, a validation workshop, and Project Panel reviews. The interviews and
validation workshop were held with personnel who work in airports, including employees of
organizations who work at airports but who are not employed directly by the airport; employees
who are employed directly by the airport; non-security personnel; and employees with designated
security roles.
The Guidance has been developed specifically for the US airport market and is intended to be
scalable, i.e., usable by large, small, city, regional, and complex airport operations.
The Guidance is not intended to be a security handbook and will not provide procedures for
security implementation (e.g., incident response or training material). It is intended to increase
your airport’s SeMS knowledge and guide you on implementing and maintaining an SeMS in a
way that is conducive to real change and improvement to your security outcomes.
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Getting to know SeMS

1.2

Introduction

This Guidance has been developed for those individuals, teams, or task forces who are
responsible for establishing and maintaining an SeMS at their airport. Its purpose is to:
1

Help you to understand SeMS

2

Inform you of the benefits of SeMS

3

 elp you determine whether your airport is ready to establish an SeMS and determine next
H
steps depending on your SeMS readiness level

4

Guide you on establishing an SeMS

5

Inform you of the governance required to establish and maintain the SeMS

6

Guide you on how to undertake quality assurance of the SeMS

What is an SeMS?

An SeMS is a mechanism or management technique to establish and maintain a security culture,
and to integrate security into the airport’s business. The security culture is utilized to manage
security risks, while the inculcation of security into the business provides for more effective,
efficient, and sustainable security. The culture aspect is consistent with the Safety Management
System (SMS) experience, which has proven that a positive safety culture results in improved
safety through the reduction of safety hazards.
The establishment and maintenance of an airport-wide security culture and the integration of
security into the airport’s business are achieved by establishing and maturing seven Elements
that, when integrated with each other and the broader airport business, form a system—an
SeMS. The individual Elements are deemed critical components to security that, when working as
a system, provide for collectively improved security outcomes.
Figure 1-1 illustrates an SeMS. It shows the individual Elements, their relationship to each
other, the governance and quality assurance that underpins the system’s functionality, and their
collective contribution to a positive security culture. ‘Becoming familiar with SeMS’ provides more
detail about the system itself, and further detail about the individual Elements is in Appendix A.
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Getting to know SeMS

Introduction

The following examples show SeMS in action.
Example
The Airport Operations Center (AOC) analysis of monthly reports from the door alarm system
identifies a trend associated with failed and successful attempts to access a particular
Security Restricted Area (SRA). This includes attempts by personnel who are currently
on performance management programs. They have been advised that if they are caught
entering unathorized areas again, they can be dismissed. Through consultation with the
Airport Security team, it is learned that the area has recently been established as an SRA;
however, this has not been communicated to airport staff. A targeted communication is
issued, and the unauthorized access attempts cease. No warnings are issued to personnel.
This example demonstrates the Leadership and Empowerment (not defaulting to penalizing
staff), Continual Improvement (root cause analysis of the breaches), Protective Security (SRA),
and Compliance (regular system reporting) Elements of an SeMS working together. It also
demonstrates security being integrated within the different areas of business, namely AOC,
Security, Human Resources, and Communications.

What an SeMS is not

Designers of SeMS have drawn on the lessons learned from the SMS experience, in particular,
the value of culture in identifying and managing safety hazards and risks. However, unlike an
SMS, an SeMS also focuses on integrating the management of security into the other facets
of airport business. This characteristic of SeMS is more like a Quality Management System
(QMS). In fact, because of the systemic nature of their operations, SeMS, SMS, and QMS are
complementary. A comparison between SeMS and SMS can be found in Appendix B.
An SeMS is not a library of security-related documentation. While an SeMS drives a systems
approach to security, and good documentation management is one of its many features,
creating a library of security-related documentation alone will not result in a positive security
culture, nor will it integrate security into the broader airport business. This Guidance provides
cross references to documents that you might typically feature in your SeMS (e.g., Airport
Security Program).
An SeMS is not an electronic system that provides a single interface of all electronic security
systems. While such an integrated security system might form part of an SeMS and help
facilitate the integration of security into the business (e.g., using security CCTVs to assist with
improved Special Assistance Accessibility), it is not an SeMS.
An SeMS is not an additional requirement process or check to be overlaid on the business.
An SeMS is fundamentally about culture and business management, and therefore, by its very
nature, is integrated into the functions of the airport and the attitudes and mindset of the airport
community.
The extent to which you use this Guidance will depend on the SeMS-readiness of your airport.
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Getting to know SeMS

1.3

Using this Guidance

The ‘Are you SeMS ready?’ section will guide you on determining that. Based on the outcome of
that simple self-assessment you will move on to using a little, or a lot, of The Guidance.
The most effective approach is to:

1

Familiarize
yourself

with SeMS

Refer to Section 1 ‘Getting to know SeMS’

2

Determine your
airport’s SeMS
readiness

Refer to Section 2, ‘Are you SeMS ready?’

3

Follow
the guidance/

next steps provided
in Section 3 in
accordance with
the outcome of that
assessment

Subject to the outcome of your SeMS readiness assessment, you will be:
• Using the material in this Guidance to only raise awareness and knowledge of
SeMS.
• Building a case for action and creating structure and priorities for action by
conducting a maturity self-assessment using the SeMS Maturity Assessment
Tool (SMAT) provided with this Guidance.
• Starting to design and implement an SeMS for your airport by understanding
your current SeMS maturity using the SMAT, using this Guidance material to
prioritize actions, and developing an SeMS Implementation Plan.
• Conducting quality assurance of your existing SeMS and responding
accordingly. You might also consider sharing your SeMS experience with other
airports.
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Getting to know SeMS

Using this Guidance

Why would you want to implement an SeMS?
Current security approaches may not provide the best security or monetary return on investment.
Historically, aviation security measures have been adopted in response to security events,
i.e., after security incidents have already occurred. This reactive approach has resulted in the
application of security measures that can incur significant capital and operating expenditures.
These expenditures may have been less had a more proactive approach been taken. A reactive
approach can also have an adverse impact on other business objectives, such as passenger
experience and architectural design.
If driven by regulatory requirements, security measures are often one-size-fits-all. As a result,
these measures might not always reduce or eliminate the security risk being targeted, or might
ignore more significant risks and vulnerabilities that exist due to an individual airport’s unique
infrastructure and operations.
There has also been a historic reliance on technology to manage security risks. This tendency
can result in a blind spot, which is the lack of attention to human resources. Humans are able
to identify and address risks in a more agile, intelligent, and, at times, intuitive manner when
compared with relying purely on technology. Building such human capability may be relatively
cheap in the long run, and result in a greater ability for the airport to stay ahead of ever-evolving
security risks and threats.
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Getting to know SeMS

Using this Guidance

How SeMS improves security and business
Using humans in the reactive security solution is not
uncommon, for example, the employment of security
guards. However, in the case of security guards, their
capability to identify and address risks is limited to the
geography of their roles. Their attention and intuition
may also be inhibited by their duties and usual workload.
Establishing a security culture that touches each and
every person who works at or is in close association with
an airport provides an enhancement—a security-fabric, of
which every human in the airport system is a thread.

“Before the active shooter incident,
people in our airport intellectually
knew security was important.
Now they believe it in their hearts.”
2017, Interviewee, employed at large
US airport

This security fabric exists across the entire airport’s footprint, and at times beyond that
footprint, and it exploits the human intuition associated with risk management. Additionally, the
identification and addressing of risks can occur significantly faster than security measures that
require a manufacturing and installation lead-time.
Example
Patrolling security guards cover a large area during their shift. They typically pass through a
particular area a number of times for a short period each shift. For example, they may pass
by the café four times in that shift and be in that area for around 30 seconds each time. The
security guards therefore see that area for 120 seconds, or 2 minutes, over an 8-hour shift.
In contrast, the 4 staff members who work in the café spend their entire shift in the same area
and would therefore each see that area for 7.5 hours in an 8-hour shift. It makes sense that
those four staff that work at the café are very familiar with the area and therefore will identify
activity that is unusual for that space.
If we take this example further, and consider it in the context of a small airport, we can quickly
see how an environment in which many people know each other, possibly hold multiple roles,
and know the habits and routines of the airport, will be in a position to be a powerful ‘eyes
and ears’ network beyond those tasked with formal security roles.
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Getting to know SeMS

Using this Guidance

In addition to improving security, an SeMS can provide
other benefits by breaking down silos across the
business, sharing resources, and applying a systems
Culture can be dysfunctional if
approach to decision making. Examples include:
the shared values of the staff are
• Reduced capital expenditure through a risk-based,
total-design approach to all infrastructure projects
not aligned with the values and
• Reduced operational expenditure through a risk-based,
objectives of the organization. If
total-design, whole-life approach to reducing security
the workplace culture does not
risks
encourage, support and value
• Reduced insurance costs
security, no security management
• Increased sense of community as different
system can succeed in improving.
stakeholders in the airport collaborate to enhance
security for everyone
As each new security procedure
• Improved general workforce engagement through
or initiative is introduced, the
the effective implementation of Leadership and
reigning culture will determine
Empowerment Elements of SeMS
new ways to avoid complying and
• Improved hazard identification; when people are
attuned to identifying risks and feel empowered to do
continue doing things the way we
something about those risks, they are likely to identify
do things round here.
other types, such as safety risks
Queensland Mining Industry Health and
• Independent accreditation and recognition, such as
Security Conference Proceedings – 1999
SABRE accreditation
• Improved business resilience as the system
provides established networks, communications,
and mechanisms, (e.g., one airport reported that
coordination of response activities and dissemination of
information associated with Hurricane Irma was more efficient than for past incidents because a
network of communication was already established through their SeMS)
• Reduced security cost through existing business mechanisms, e.g., using the airport’s talent
program to establish a career path for security personnel, or using the airport’s staff-only cell
phone app to disseminate time-critical information like change in threat level
A detailed Case Study can be found at Appendix C.
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Getting to know SeMS

1.4

SeMS at a glance

SeMS components are:
1

Seven Elements (that work together)

2

Governance (that informs the SeMS establishment and maintenance)

 uality Assurance (that informs the SeMS’s ongoing effectiveness)
Q
This section provides some detail on those components.
3
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Getting to know SeMS

SeMS at a glance

Governance of SeMS

While the spirit and intent of an SeMS is that it is
integrated into the airport’s business, its establishment will
require a change-management approach, thus demanding
governance-related resources.
The resources expected for SeMS establishment and
maintenance is likely to be limited to personnel (versus
finance). The nature of an SeMS suggests that staff
members involved in its establishment are already
an integral part of the business. The time required of
those staff members for SeMS establishment and
maintenance will depend upon your airport size, the staff
members’ existing roles and responsibilities, their current
capabilities, and current airport SeMS maturity and
maturity aspirations.

“Key central influencers need to be
on board early on – e.g., specific
supervisors, people whose voices
carry weight (informally).”
2017, Interviewee, employee from small
US airport

It is recommended that an SeMS Champion and SeMS Facilitator be identified.
The SeMS Champion is someone at the executive level who champions the changes required
to establish the SeMS and leads by example. While the SeMS Facilitator is likely to be someone
from the security team, it may be appropriate that the SeMS Champion is from another part of the
business, e.g., Chief Operating Officer. The priority is that the SeMS Champion is someone who is
willing and capable to make the critical changes needed in order to have security integrated into the
business. Because this may mean making changes to parts of the business other than security, an
SeMS Champion from another part of the business may be better positioned to do so than senior
security personnel.
In considering who should take on the SeMS Champion role, you should also consider the
knowledge, skills, attributes, experience, and competencies needed:
• Is the person a persuasive speaker who is able and willing to clearly articulate the case for an
SeMS?
• Does the person build a good network and good relationships in the airport and beyond,
understand the challenges and opportunities for change within the airport, and connect to a
wide range of airport stakeholders at a senior level?
• Does the person hold a position of formal authority, so that when their name appears on an
email, or when they ask for a meeting, people consider their message to be important and
worth making time for?
• Does the person grasp the financial and commercial implications of decisions made to
implement an SeMS, and is that person familiar with concepts such as threat, risk, business
impacts, and links between an SeMS and overall airport/business strategy?
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Getting to know SeMS

SeMS at a glance

The SeMS Facilitator is someone who is responsible for administering the SeMS, and is most
likely to come from the security team. In smaller airports, or airports where roles are less
specialized, this person may not come from a security department, but may wear a security hat
as part of other roles that they hold. The Facilitator’s work will involve:
• Educating those involved in the SeMS establishment
• Working with the SeMS Champion to facilitate strong support for the SeMS in the form of
demonstrable culture change and commitment of resources (where necessary) to mature
particular Elements
• Leading the SeMS Maturity Self-Assessment (described later in this document)
• Empowering leaders in the business to lead on necessary culture-change management and
tool-establishment/adoption of initiatives
• Leading the quality assurance of the SeMS
• Providing guidance on the promotion of the SeMS
• Acting as the project director or manager (subject to scale) if an SeMS improvement or
transformation project model is adopted
In considering who should take on the SeMS Facilitator role, you should also consider the
following traits:
• Have a willingness to pursue security outcomes through disciplines other than security-specific
solutions?
• Show persistence and resilience, and able to recover from setbacks?
• Able to turn broad concepts into defined activities and plans of work?
• Readiness to track activities, follow-up actions and collect data?
• Commitment to working through relationships and bringing people along in the most
appropriate manner, depending on SeMS maturity?
• Influence without large amounts of formal, positional, authority? This may be through
relationship building, articulating clear benefits cases, assertively highlighting key issues.
• Develop and deliver well written and verbalized communications materials and presentations?
• Use tools such as Microsoft Excel and Word to track implementation progress and develop
reports?
• Have deep knowledge of the airport community and the way the airport functions?
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Getting to know SeMS

SeMS at a glance

Quality Assurance of SeMS

Quality Assurance is the system that determines the ongoing effectiveness of the SeMS. It
comprises a quality assurance process and metrics. The quality assurance process involves
regularly assessing the SeMS performance against criteria/metrics agreed to by the organization.
Refer to Appendix D for guidance on the quality assurance process and the value of metrics for
SeMS sustainability.

Individual Elements of an SeMS
An SeMS comprises seven elements that work together:
1

Threat and Risk

2

Compliance

3

Protective Security

4

Business Continuity, including incident management

5

Training and Application

6

Continual Improvement

 eadership and Empowerment
L
The effectiveness of each Element’s contribution to an SeMS is dependent upon the maturity of
the tools used to operate the Element and the mindset associated with the Element.
7

Tools can be defined as the mechanisms that facilitate the Elements’ intent. An example of a
Compliance tool is an audit checklist.
Mindset can be defined as the organization’s belief in the value of the Element’s intent (i.e.,
the widespread and common understanding of the Element’s intent and active use of tools to
facilitate its manifestation). An example of a (positive) Compliance mindset is a belief that the
compliance activity, e.g., audit, is only complete when the action to correct deficiencies has been
confirmed (versus complete when the audit findings are recorded). This stems from a deeply held
belief that Compliance activities in general are in service of making sure that actions are carried
out to genuinely improve security outcomes (contrast this against the belief that Compliance is
there to look good, check the box, or cover our backs).
Recognizing that each Element consists of tool(s) and mindset is critical to this Guide’s use. This
is because improving an Element’s contribution to an SeMS will be dependent upon the need to
address the tool or the mindset associated with that Element. It is possible to have robust tools
but not an adequate mindset (and vice versa), resulting in the entire Element being less than
effective.
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Getting to know SeMS

SeMS at a glance

Continuing with the Compliance example:
Example
The Security Team has developed a quality control system that comprises quality
control checklists, audit training for inspectors, a quality control findings database, and
communication templates, e.g., notification of audit and the audit finding report.
Given these tools, one could expect that Compliance is effective at their airport.
However, the annual internal audit is the only quality control activity undertaken, and is
undertaken only when a (Transportation Security Administration) TSA audit is scheduled;
senior airport management treats the findings as low priority and seeks to suppress any
adverse finding. Last year’s TSA findings are not considered in any corrective action.
The airport has mature Compliance tools but lacks an effective and positive Compliance
mindset. It is not difficult to understand why the airport does not have good compliance.
It is clear that to improve Compliance, more effort should be given to improving the mindset
compared to the effort given to improving tools.

The following describes each Element, including some indicator of ‘what good looks like’. What
good looks like reflects the value of both mindset and tools.
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SeMS at a glance
Threat and Risk

Threats are individuals with the intent and capability to undertake an act of unlawful
interference. Unlike other types of risks (e.g., safety), the threat in the security context has the
capability to and will actively:
• Avoid risk mitigation measures, e.g., bypass security measures such as screening
• Seek out and exploit vulnerabilities, e.g., attack unprotected areas such as landside
Risk is the manifestation of an act of unlawful interference measured by the likelihood of the
event occurring (taking into account vulnerabilities) and the consequences if the event occurs.

Example
The threat is known to have the capability and willingness to use automatic weapons in an
attack. Automatic weapons are relatively easy to procure given the law in this airport’s state.
Therefore, relative to other states with stricter regulations, the occurrence factor will increase
for an airport in this state, raising its risk.
An SeMS is ultimately about reducing an airport’s exposure to security risks by identifying the
security risks and subsequently managing them.

What good looks like

While not an exhaustive list, the following describes a few examples of what ‘good’ might look
like:
• All of the airport community is alert to identifying and reporting vulnerabilities.
• There is a formal risk management process and framework in place, and both are being used.
• The differences between risk management and compliance are widely understood.
• Threat and risk briefings are a standing item on the Executive and Board meeting agenda.
• Security is an integral part of the airport’s enterprise risk management framework.
For more information about Threat and Risk, refer to Appendix A.
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SeMS at a glance
Threat and Risk

The following is a non-exhaustive list of indicators that suggest improvement might be needed
in your airport’s Threat and Risk tools and/or mindset:
• There is no reporting system in place that allows the airport community to (confidentially)
report suspicious activity.
• Priority is given to addressing compliance issues rather than addressing security
vulnerabilities.
• No regular risk assessment, including vulnerability identification, is conducted at the airport.
• There is little to no engagement with the government agencies that provide threat information.
• Security risk does not appear on any Airport Executive meeting agendas.
• Security measures are only implemented and reviewed when an instruction from authorities is
received.
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SeMS at a glance
Compliance

Compliance is the act of conforming to national aviation-security-related regulations. The security
processes and measures imposed by regulations are the minimum that the airport must apply.
The effectiveness of those measures should be taken into account in the risk assessment.
Application of those security measures will not address all risks that are relevant to the airport,
hence the Threat and Risk Element. It is, however, a necessary element of a security system given
the federal requirements.
Airports will be subject to compliance checks by the TSA. Airports may also be subject to
compliance checks by other third parties who have an interest in the impact of the airport’s
security on their own security/operations (e.g., airlines and governments of other states that are
the destinations of departing flights). Additionally, airports should have their own internal quality
control arrangements in place to self-assess their compliance. Compliance activities include:
1

Audit

2

Inspection

3

Test

4

Exercise

5

Survey

What good looks like

• An internal quality control system is in place to conduct a self-assessment of compliance.
• The frequency and types of compliance activities are informed by risk (refer to Threat and Risk).
• The compliance process is focused on improving security, not just checking boxes.
• Compliance activities are welcomed and considered an opportunity to improve.
• Compliance takes into account effectiveness of measures (not only their existence).
• Compliance includes ensuring the corrective action arising from adverse compliance findings is
undertaken, (i.e., it is not assumed that once the site-visit audit has been done, the compliance
activity is finished).
• A quality control system is in place and comprises a schedule of quality control activities
(including follow-up on corrective action), guidance for inspectors, inspector authority,
competent inspectors, a quality control finding database, enforcement policy, and quality
control tools, (e.g., checklists and templates).
• The outcomes of compliance activities inform the risk assessment (refer to Threat and Risk).
• The compliance process is used to address the findings from the risk assessment (refer to
Threat and Risk).
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Compliance

The following is a non-exhaustive list of indicators that suggest improvement might be needed in
your airport’s compliance tools and/or mindset:
• There is no internal quality control system in place.
• Poor audit outcomes lead to penalizing of individuals or teams.
• Quality control activities are feared.
• There is no analysis of quality control findings in order to identify root causes of failings.
• Security compliance checks are undertaken by specialists from other parts of the business,
(e.g., Safety or Finance).
• The only compliance checks are those undertaken by the TSA.
• Once the site visit component of an audit is undertaken, the activity is deemed complete.
• No follow-up is undertaken to confirm that corrective measures have been implemented and are
effective in addressing the identified failing.
The following reflects the change in security mindset, including compliance mindset, after an
incident at an airport. Before the incident, airport staff knew that security, and being securitycompliant to minimum standards, was important. After the incident, staff moved beyond an
intellectual box-checking mindset, to one where they deeply recognized the importance of
security processes and behaviors to security outcomes.
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Protective Security

Reducing security risks can be achieved by using non-security-designated resources and
security-designated resources.
The focus of this Element is security-designated risk-reduction measures, which include
environmental design, physical security measures, and operational security measures.
The protective security measures to be adopted by an airport could be determined by:
• Which measures are most appropriate for reducing the risks (determined by Threat and Risk)
• Compliance requirements (e.g., equipment that is prescribed by regulations)
Protective security is the collection of measures put in place to mitigate security risks (terrorism,
protest, and criminality) and meet security compliance requirements. It includes the planning,
design, implementation, and operation of those measures. For the purpose of SeMS, protective
security relates to those measures that are designed for the purpose of security, (e.g., CCTV
and fencing) versus those measures that provide a security outcome but whose purpose is not
primarily security, (e.g., speed humps).

What good looks like

• Protective security is only applied where vulnerabilities cannot be designed out and/or other
disciplines, operations, or infrastructure cannot be used to achieve the same security outcome.
• Determining security measures is based on security outcomes, not the purchase of a kit.
• An operational requirements approach is applied to determining protective security needs.
• Physical and operational security are integrated.
• The airport adopts a risk-based approach to design.
• Security equipment is procured based on:
•

User requirements

•

Operational requirements

•

Whole of life costs

•

Consideration of the impact of its implementation on business objectives other than
security e.g. passenger experience
For more information about Protective Security refer to Appendix A.
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Protective Security

The following is a non-exhaustive list of indicators that suggest improvement might be needed in
your airport’s Protective Security tools and/or mindset:
• There is no reference to the airport’s risk assessment when procuring security equipment.
• Security measures are only implemented and reviewed when an instruction from authorities is
received.
• Security equipment is procured without consultation with the Security team.
• Infrastructure projects do not involve consulting with the Security team. If they do, it is typically
very late in the project and/or only when there is an obvious security scope.
• Protective security measures are implemented in accordance with government instruction only.
There is no consideration for finding the same security outcome through other means and/or
consideration of how well the protective security measures address the security risks.
Example
An airport decides to upgrade its terminal to enhance look, feel, and passenger experience.
From the first concept meetings, a multidisciplinary group is convened, which includes
representation from security experts. Early in discussions, it becomes evident that the very
first design proposed would mean a lot of redesign to accommodate CCTV. The architectural
and ceiling fixtures designs are revised. In addition, the design team comes forward with
some innovative solutions for lighting in some areas, where the passenger aesthetic
experience is enhanced, running costs are decreased, and security is improved through the
use of automatic lighting in some areas. With the ceiling fixtures and architectural design of
the terminal now taking into account the need for lighting and CCTV for security purposes,
the need for retrofitting fixtures is removed and integrated Information Communication
Technologies is realized. The architectural design reduces the number of lighting and camera
fixtures as the CCTV can work more effectively without coverage interference.
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Protective Security

Example cont.
In contrast, in a different airport, the decision is made to keep the terminal redesign team
very small, to be more efficient in making decisions. Concept and high level design are
completed quickly, and detailed design and delivery commences. At 80% completion, a
member of the security team approaches the design team to ask if he can put the design
team in touch with the supplier who will be retrofitting the CCTV cameras. It emerges, in the
course of discussion, that the design did not take into account the CCTV field of view and
that the lighting provided is inadequate. It is now considered too expensive to undo the work
already done. Lighting, which does not fit the design aesthetic, is retrofitted. It is strong, and
harsh, and uses up large amounts of energy. Large numbers of CCTV cameras are installed,
due to their restricted field of view, and the coverage is still not ideal. The ability to monitor
all footage is compromised, and running costs for the cameras and lighting is higher than it
would have been otherwise. Passengers also complain about the heat generated from the
lights in the summer months, while staff and passengers find the harsh lighting unpleasant.
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Business Continuity, including Incident Management

Business Continuity, including incident management, is about the airport’s capability to prevent
and prepare for a disruptive event, and to operate at acceptable predefined levels following such
an event. The disruptive event may not be security related, but in the context of SeMS, business
continuity (see Figure 1-2) is the contribution of security to that capability by way of:
• Preventing a security-related disruptive event (security incident)
• Appropriately and effectively managing the security incident
• Recovering the business post-incident

Incident
Management

Prevention

Response

Recovery

Return to the ‘new’
business as usual

Figure 1-2. The Business Continuity Spectrum
Ideally, there is a corporate business continuity system in place already in which security is
integrated. However, for the purposes of the SeMS the business continuity Element’s scope is
limited to preventive security, security incident management, and recovery of security operations.
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What good looks like

• An airport-wide (versus security-specific) Business Continuity System is in place.
• Prevention is based on risk management (see Threat and Risk).
• Preparedness takes into account the entire business, not only security.
• Acceptable levels of operation are agreed upon by all business sectors.
• Response and recovery procedures are practiced and resources are allocated appropriately
(e.g., Emergency Operations Center is resourced).
• Personnel are sufficiently knowledgeable and empowered to take action and make decisions
during response and recovery regardless of the incident (i.e., they are not bound by scenariospecific response procedures).
The following is a non-exhaustive list of indicators that suggest improvement might be needed in
your airport’s Business Continuity tools and/or mindset:
• An exercise is considered complete when the site component has finished.
• No follow-up is undertaken to determine if lessons learned have been addressed.
• Your airport does not have a business continuity system in place.
• Key decision makers in the business do not know what to expect in terms of their roles or roles
of others in the event of a security incident.
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Training and Application

Training in SeMS knowledge, skills, and the application thereof is an important enabling factor for
those who play a part in SeMS implementation and the realization of a positive security culture.
People at all levels of the organization need to be equipped with sufficient and appropriate
knowledge and skills, and have the confidence to enact these in a range of situations so that they
can contribute to maintaining a secure and healthy workplace. An SeMS requires that a wide range
of people, representing the larger airport community, receives training and education on both the
SeMS and the role they can play, even informally, in contributing towards enhanced security for the
airport.
Training refers to activities undertaken to:
• Raise levels of the airport community’s security management knowledge and skills, in particular,
their role in contributing to promoting enhanced security situational awareness and appropriate
response
• Provide the opportunity for members of the airport community to develop applied confidence,
ability, and desire to apply the knowledge and skills they have learned in real-life situations
The effectiveness of SeMS training should be regularly evaluated, focusing in particular on whether
application and development of SeMS is actually occurring as a result of training. This establishes
whether it is training or other factors that are actually influencing security outcomes. Application
of training refers to the requirement that security knowledge and skills are actually acted upon and
put into practice in order for SeMS to be considered effective. In large part, realizing application
depends on training that has been designed and delivered to act as a key enabler of behavior
change, within a wider security-culture change program.
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Training and Application

What good looks like

• Training about security is available to the entire airport community, and not only those with
security-designated responsibilities; this is reflected in the Airport Security Training Program.
• A formal security Training Needs Analysis is conducted.
• The effectiveness of training (not just its occurrence) is measured.
• Training design includes principles of behavior change, not only skill and knowledge transfer.
This provides for trainees to own and therefore apply with commitment their new skill and
knowledge.
• Training content goes beyond process and includes situational awareness and decision making
during times of elevated pressure or stress or in non-routine environments.
• Training is delivered using the most appropriate format for the learning, e.g., mentoring on the
job, classroom, and shadowing. The practice of applying skills and knowledge is included in the
training delivery.
• Training across the airport is integrated so that there is a growth in competence and confidence,
building upon existing knowledge. For example, staff receive not just a one-off session when
their airport badges are issued, but training is reinforced in day-to-day work such as toolbox
talks, staff meetings, awareness campaigns, and performance criteria.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of indicators that suggest improvements might be needed in
your airport’s Training and Application tools and/or mindset:
• Training is determined by frequency alone.
• The effectiveness of training, i.e., measuring peoples’ learning and change in behavior and/or skill
application is not undertaken.
• Training is considered to only refer to classroom-based knowledge sessions.
• Training is the only mechanism used to make changes to people’s knowledge and behavior.
• Training is not welcomed because it takes people off the job.
• There is no consideration given to Threat and Risk, Continual Improvement, or Compliance when
determining what training is needed.
For more information about Training and Application refer to Appendix A.
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Example
A small airport decides that its staff needs training in order to improve security behaviors. They
decide to conduct a training-needs analysis (TNA) ahead of some training that they want to roll
out. Although the person carrying out the analysis is not an HR or Training expert, she reads up
on how to conduct a TNA and fully engages in the activity. She carries out the analysis using
one-on-one interviews with people who interact with passengers and customers on a daily
basis, observation of staff in the course of their work, a security exercise, a desktop analysis of
top customer and passenger concerns and complaints, and a review of the security incidents
and near misses reported in the last 2 years.
It becomes clear, upon looking at the results of the analysis, that:
• The passenger screening process generates a lot of passenger dissatisfaction.
• There is overlap between a wider airport campaign of caring for the customer and the
principle that security is everyone’s responsibility, which is also a way of caring for everyone
at the airport, whether staff members or passengers.
• There are people who interact with customers and passengers, but who are not typically
considered as needing security training as they do not hold formal security roles.
• Staff are saying that while they know the policies and procedures regarding security well,
they do not consider security to be their problem. In particular, their supervisors and
managers often send the message that security is in the hands of designated security
personnel.
• The staff do not feel confident to enact the procedures they have learned, which is
particularly revealed under the stress and pressure of the security exercise.
• A surprise strength is revealed: staff know and like each other very much. For example, they
know the regular taxi drivers who drive different shifts, and, where possible, they step in to
assist each other beyond their job roles. They often instinctively know when a passenger
might be trouble in the queue. They even know who best seems to be able to soothe
different personalities of passengers!
As a result, the decision is made to integrate security training into pre-existing customer
service training, rather than providing it as a stand-alone.
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Example cont.
Additional training is made available to a wider network of staff. Instead of long classroombased training, short slide bursts, or prolonged exercises, the decision is made to run short
scenario exercises once a month within teams. Each exercise consists of a 15-minute real-life
practice of a security scenario, followed by 15 minutes of feedback and discussion. Teams
include the cleaning and maintenance staff, check-in staff, and retailers. Teams are convened
around the scenario, not only their functional allocation, to mimic the real life conditions that
occur when an incident takes place. Predominantly, the scenarios are designed to help staff
develop their situational awareness to cues that something is out of place, and then move to
action based on that situational awareness.
After a few months, an evaluation is carried out by running another exercise and holding some
interviews. While not highly sophisticated, it finds that:
• There are fewer deficiencies identified by the exercise. While staff may not follow exact
procedures, they communicate much better, and seem much more alert to the range of
factors to keep in mind in a stressful event.
• Near-miss reporting, as well as informal discussion on security matters, has increased.
For example, in noticing a new taxi driver in an unfamiliar car, airport staff take the time to
approach and make themselves familiar with them.
• The staff actually seem to enjoy the scenarios, and attendance remains high. They also
report feeling more safe and secure in their personal lives, due to the situational awareness
they have been putting into practice.
• Staff are making the connection between security and caring for the customer. Passenger
complaints have decreased. While it is hard to pinpoint the root cause for this improvement
exactly, it seems that staff are more considerate and friendly when engaging in their security
duties, which seems to be having a positive influence on the passenger experience.
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Continual Improvement

Security threats are evolving rapidly, and with that, security risks continually change. In response,
an SeMS needs to constantly be one step ahead; what was effective yesterday may no longer be
effective today. Continual improvement is the process of continuously assessing, and then putting
actions in place to improve:
• Whether you are doing the things you have chosen to do right
• Whether the things you have chosen to do were the right things to do in the first place
• Whether the assumptions you had in place to decide that those were the right things, are in fact
right
• The root cause of failings

What good looks like

• Anyone is prepared and empowered to challenge deep assumptions about the business in the
context of improvement.
• A culture and system are in place that encourage innovation, and mistakes are viewed as learning
opportunities.
• There is proactive exploration of how security can be integrated into airport operations rather than
simply imposing or bolting on security.
• Examination of better security extends beyond security outcomes, but includes other business
objectives, e.g., passenger experience, efficiency, and cost management.
• Effectiveness of security measures has a status that is equal to or higher than compliance.
• Feedback loops are included to more effectively assess not only how things have been done, but
also the impact of the outcome and what could be done better.
• The focus of quality control activities (e.g., audits) is to resolve deficiencies (versus the site visit
associated with the audit).
• Leadership attention is on mitigation of security risks, not looking backward and focusing only on
avoiding a repeat of what has gone wrong in the past.
• There is a public policy on security, and C-suite/Executives incorporate security into all their
corporate-level discussions and statements.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of indicators that suggest improvement in your airport’s
Continual Improvement tools and/or mindset might be needed:
• “We have always done it like that,” is often heard.
• No root-cause analysis of deficiencies, failings, or incidents is undertaken.
• Security is only ever discussed by senior management when there is a problem.
• Security improvement is about meeting compliance needs only. Achieving the same or better
security outcome more efficiently, with improved passenger experience or less resources is never
considered.
• Mistakes are often repeated.
• Quick wins tend to be put in place for improvement, without consideration of possible unintended
negative consequences that may result.
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Leadership and Empowerment

The effectiveness of an SeMS is greatest when first the
leadership, and then all members of an organization,
commit to and support security as a way to enact
their core values. This requires leadership from both
above and within the community, supported by an
organizational culture that is fair and reasonable. That
culture is characterized by people who are motivated to
do the right thing, have no fear in pursuing it, and are
empowered to do so. The empowerment comes from a
combination of desire and motivation within the individual
and organizational mechanisms and support, including a
blame-free environment.
This ideal model is illustrated in Figure 1-3.

The security culture enables
or hampers an organization’s
Security Management System,
and directly influences security
performance. A positive security
culture must be generated from
the top down. It starts with the
corporate Security Policy and
is built on the principles and
actions of management.
International Standard for Business Aircraft
Operations (IBAC) – 2012

Leadership
Fair and
resonable
culture
Security
culture

Safety
culture

Empowerment

Figure 1-3. Leadership and Empowerment
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What good looks like:

• Senior management places strong emphasis on security as part of the strategy of controlling
risks, including minimizing losses.
• Communicating relevant and appropriate security information at all levels of the organization
(both within and with outside entities) is valued and actioned.
• Those in senior positions:
1. Foster a climate in which there is a positive attitude towards criticisms and comments
2. Value feedback from lower levels of the organization on security
3. Do not use their influence to force their views on subordinates
4. Encourage root cause analysis of failings

5. Implement measures to contain the consequences of identified security deficiencies
• The environment is open to reporting mistakes, which are seen as opportunities to improve.
• A blame-free culture is actioned and not just rhetoric.
The following is a non-exhaustive list of indicators that suggest improvement might be needed in
your airport’s Leadership and Empowerment tools and/or mindset:
• Security is only considered by the Executives when decisions need to be made about capital
equipment purchase, a Security Directive has been issued that requires additional resourcing, or
there is a security incident.
• There is no public security policy statement.
• Security is not part of the enterprise risk management framework or system.
• Staff members do not report near-misses, mistakes, security vulnerabilities, or suspicious
activity for fear of being penalized.
• Adverse compliance assessment outcomes often result in individuals being blamed.
• Security is seen as purely the domain of senior/Executive leadership, or those with formal
security designations.
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Example
A false alarm, due to miscommunication, has resulted in panic and a chaotic evacuation at the airport.
In the process, several people suffered minor physical injuries, and there has been widespread
discussion about the unnecessary anxiety caused to passengers, customers, and staff.
In a quickly convened wash-up meeting after the incident, the Head of Security and Head of Operations
conducted a root-cause analysis of the incident. The conversation was focused on asking questions
such as, “Who was responsible for making the first radio report?”, “Why did the control room operator
not immediately notify security?”, and “Why did the security guards on shift not exert better control
over the situation?”
The atmosphere in the room was tense and accusatory in tone. For example, when one of the people
in the room admitted that he had not followed protocol in the heat of the moment, the Head of Security
retorted, “Well, that is simply not good enough, you should have known better – it had better never
happen again.” The resulting actions were to put in place more complete process instructions around
incident reporting, and to refresh everyone with a half-hour presentation on correct protocols in incident
situations.
A different scenario could play out as follows:
A false alarm, due to miscommunication, has resulted in panic and a chaotic evacuation at the airport.
In the process, several people suffered minor physical injuries, and there has been widespread
discussion about the unnecessary anxiety caused to passengers, customers, and staff.
In a quickly convened wash-up meeting after the incident, the Head of Security and Head of
Operations conducted a root-cause analysis of the incident. At the start of the meeting, the Head of
Operations asked everyone to relax. He said that the incident had been unpleasant all around, and
he recognized that this was not the sort of scenario that anyone would ever wish to see happen in an
airport. The proceeding conversation then focused on statements like, “Between us, let’s reconstruct
the chain of events that happened, not focusing on who is at fault, or who was responsible, but simply
to understand how the incident played out.” Once that exercise was completed, the Head of Security
went on to ask questions such as, “What made it difficult to follow the protocol when the incident was
first reported?” and “I know we have had training on this, and yet we could not follow it in real life. What
assumptions might we be making about how the training is helping us?”
The atmosphere in the room was focused, and was one of curiosity and inquiry. For example, when one
of the people in the room admitted that he had not followed protocol in the heat of the moment, the
Head of Security responded, “Well, I know it cannot be easy seeing everything that ensued. Let’s see if
we can understand the factors that contributed to you not following protocol – talk me through exactly
what happened, how you felt, what was going on at the time.”
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Example cont.
At the end of the session, some fundamental points had been identified as needing attention. Everyone
agreed that protocol was very clear; the challenge was carrying it out in real life, in heightened states of
anxiety, and the training provided so far was not adequate. It was agreed to carry out a training needs
analysis to better identify what exactly could help improvement in a similar situation in the future.
The contrast between these two options is one of leadership and empowerment. In the first instance,
an accusatory tone contributed to a session where people were afraid to speak up about the real
problems they encountered in this situation. It would have taken a very brave person to step up and
challenge back. As a result, nothing fundamentally changed in the security process or protocol, and the
airport would have been left in no better position concerning their ability to improve security. Leadership
was not role-modeling a genuine concern for security outcomes.
In the second instance, leadership is focusing on fact, not person. The tone is one of inquiry, not
blame. There is commitment to working out what exactly happened, and a willingness to challenge
assumptions to get to the answer. The result is a team of people who are empowered to speak up,
share their experience, and share valuable information. A much better solution then followed.

For more information about Leadership and Empowerment, refer to Appendix A.
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The Elements working as a system

Each Element contributes to improving security outcomes. Their greatest value in contributing to
a positive security culture and security being integrated into the fabric of the business is realized
when the Elements are seen as working together and with the rest of the airport business.
The following examples illustrate how the SeMS Elements can work together to achieve an
improved security outcome:
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Covert monitoring of employee tailgating through SIDA Control Points

No SeMS

With SeMS

Element

Action

Element

Action

Training and
Application

Staff are retrained

Continual
Improvement

Root cause analysis
undertaken; identifies
that the sole priority
is to increase speed
to work zone in SIDA
area so staff can
register on time-clock

Compliance

Further covert
monitoring

Continual
Improvement
Leadership and
Empowerment
Compliance

Threat and risk

Further failures
result in staff
being fired

Performance metrics
are revised and
there is a balance
between security
and time clock
locations so staff
can register landside
and proceed
appropriately through
SIDA door

Leadership and
Empowerment

New performance
metrics are
communicated

Compliance

Further covert
monitoring

Continual
Improvement
Leadership and
Empowerment
Threat and Risk

Improvement in test
results are celebrated

Consequences/outcomes
• Increased training costs
• Increased recruitment costs
• Increased operating expenses
• No change in security outcome

Consequences/outcomes
• Improved security outcome
• Reduced vulnerability
• Improved staff morale
• No change in training or recruitment costs
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The following provides examples of how the individual Elements will relate to each other.
The above are simple examples, and the Guidance provides you with other indicators on each
Threat and Risk
Business Continuity

Your airport-level threat and risk assessment will identify the threat scenarios that
you are most concerned about. This information may inform the exercise schedule
you are undertaking for the Business Continuity System.

Protective Security
Compliance
Threat and Risk

Regulations may dictate what equipment you are required to purchase. Your
Threat and Risk assessment, however, may identify risks that the prescribed
security equipment will not mitigate (e.g., landside).

Threat and Risk
Leadership and
Empowerment
Training and Application
Protective Security

Your Leadership is keen to better understand emerging Threats and Risks. As a
result of a study and agreement, you adjust your training program to introduce
a new skill set to a select group of personnel, and commence a study into
understanding emerging technologies that may be procured in the future to further
mitigate the emerging risks.

Training and Application
Continual Improvement
Threat and Risk

Your security team analyzes the reporting in the confidential reporting system and
identifies that there are some worrying trends emerging that point to suspicious
activity associated with a number of individuals who work at the airport. The
reports are made by non-security personnel. When reported to law enforcement
who unknown to you at the time have related intelligence, choose to proactively
monitor staff, and it is revealed they are in fact planning an attack on an aircraft
facilitated through your airport.

Element’s relationship with other Elements. Depending on the maturity of the Element’s tools
and mindset, the interdependencies will vary. For example, if you are seeking to improve your
Leadership and Empowerment, it may be counterproductive to immediately apply punitive action
in response to Compliance outcomes. Another example is purchasing security equipment without
first understanding what risks you are seeking it to mitigate.
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An SeMS is a mechanism to integrate security into the fabric of the organization. SeMS Elements,
either collectively or independently, must interface and integrate with other business operations
and mechanisms. The following provides examples of how individual Elements might integrate
with other parts of the airport business.

Threat and Risk

Is the security threat and risk assessment an integral element of the airport’s
enterprise risk management framework?

Compliance

Is the Finance Director involved in reviewing the corrective action plan that is
developed following quality control activities?

Protective Security

Consider the use of the CCTV system to support airport operations; can the safety
and security patrolling requirements be aligned?

Business Continuity,
including Incident
Management

Are the regulated emergency response arrangements integrated with the Airport’s
Business Continuity Management System?

Training and Application

Does the security team have separate human resources, recruitment, and training
arrangements, or can security learn from the broader HR initiatives (e.g., talent
programs)?

Continual Improvement

Is the airport’s insurance company aware of the airport’s security culture and the
role it plays in reducing risk? Can this provide insurance premium savings?

Leadership and
Empowerment

Does the airport’s reward and recognition scheme include security?
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Are you
SeMS ready?

What questions does this section answer for me?
+ To what degree is my airport really ready to take on an SeMS?
+ What is the most appropriate starting point for my airport to begin the
SeMS implementation journey?
+ What can I expect to encounter when implementing an SeMS?
Answering these questions means you are more likely to choose a starting
point for your airport’s SeMS journey that is manageable, and therefore
more likely to be achieved.

Are you SeMS ready?

2.1

Assessing your SeMS readiness

To assess your SeMS readiness, ask and answer the following two questions.

Question 1: How urgently do we want to implement SeMS?

To answer this question, pick just one of the two options below (A or B). There is no right or wrong
answer. It is important that you do not choose the answer you would like or that you think is right.
Instead, choose the one that most accurately captures the most common thinking that you see/
hear/experience when it comes to security at your airport. If the reality is that your airport or
organization falls somewhere in the middle, pick the answer you think is the closest match.
Option A:

Option B:

There is a low urgency to implementing
an SeMS. The message from leadership is
that it is acceptable if it takes us a while.
There are other priorities in the airport
right now, which means that an SeMS will
happen when circumstances allow. Our
urgency would increase if there was a formal
compliance requirement, or if something
occurred (e.g., an incident) that made us reevaluate the urgency.

There is a high urgency to implementing an
SeMS. There is real pressure, whether from
leadership, the industry, our customers, our
business values, our strategy, or compliance
requirements, to see meaningful movement
on this issue. There is a willingness to
immediately make resources (time, money,
and people) available to help move this
project along.
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Assessing your SeMS readiness

Question 2: What do we think an SeMS is?

Choose the Option that might accurately capture the prevalent thinking in your airport. It is
important that you do not choose the answer you would like or that you think is right. Instead,
choose the one that most accurately captures the most common thinking that you see/hear/
experience when it comes to security at your airport. Again, you will not get an answer that
exactly matches your airport’s thinking. You should choose the one that, all things considered,
seems the best fit.
Option 1:

Option 2:

An SeMS is improved through a process
approach

An SeMS is improved through a systems
approach

• An SeMS consists of a library of policies,
procedures, processes, templates, and
standards. It is housed in a clear set of
documents, which can be tailored to our
airport.
• If we can implement this library, we will
be doing well in terms of implementing an
SeMS. This is best done through a recurring
process of SeMS audit and improvement,
against clear standards.
• The best way to ensure an SeMS is
implemented is to appoint clear security
specialists, who can make sure the policies,
procedures, templates, and standards are
put into practice. This frees up other parts of
the airport to focus on their core business.
• Key influencers and decision makers still
need to be educated to understand the
importance of an SeMS. SeMS experts have
to ensure that an SeMS is not forgotten
about as airport objectives come first.
• It would be a good start if we can be
comfortable that a standard list of physical
security measures (e.g., CCTV, screening,
badging, and bollards) are in place according
to standards.

• An SeMS is a set of overarching principles
that helps us understand how different
parts of the organization’s operations and
stakeholders interact to result in a security
culture.
• SeMS implementation is best initially
undertaken as a defined project of business
and culture change, where we work out how
the whole airport community can collectively
adapt to ever-evolving security challenges.
• The best way to ensure an SeMS is
implemented is to use collaborative
taskforces, across multiple stakeholders,
to collectively develop solutions to security
challenges specific to our airport.
• Key influencers and decision makers see
SeMS as an important part of achieving
airport values and objectives (e.g., high
customer service and cost efficiency).
• It would be a good start if we can see that
we have made progress in connecting
together the wider airport community
around a common language of what SeMS
is, and what good might look like.
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2.2

What is your readiness starting point?

Having answered the two questions from the previous section, you are now ready to identify your
SeMS readiness state by using the grid below to plot your answers. Each axis corresponds to the
two questions asked:
• What is your airport’s urgency on an SeMS? (low or high)
• What is your airport’s definition of what an SeMS is? (process or system)
You can record your results at the SeMS Readiness Worksheet found at Appendix H.
Option 1: SeMS as a process

Option 2: SeMS as a system

• An SeMS is of some interest to the airport.
Interest may not yet have turned into action.
• There may be indecision regarding how
exactly to drive an SeMS.
• There is an expectation for a clearly defined
set of standards and documents that
explain the exact processes and content to
be used to implement an SeMS.

• An SeMS might be assumed to be
inherently embedded throughout their
system already.
• There may be pockets of security
improvement activity in different parts
of the airport that may not yet be
joined up.
• There may be ongoing conversations
about how to intentionally focus on
improving security in the airport,
without necessarily having set up a
specific project or clearly defined set of
activities.

(B1) Doing

(B2) Evolving

• Likely already implementing SeMS
standards, processes, templates, policies,
and adopting an established system such
as a Safety Management System.
• May have an established team that is
tasked with implementing an SeMS.
• This team could be in the process of
putting together, or actively seeking to find,
a clearly defined set of documents that
explain the exact processes and content to
be used to implement an SeMS.

• Likely already defining, together with
broader airport community, what SeMS
looks like as an overarching system.
• May have task forces or working
groups, or clearly identified individuals
or teams, working to co-define an
approach to security improvement
across the airport.
• There may be a number of security
initiatives in place, to learn and evolve
from, in order to connect different parts
of the airport system for enhanced
security outcomes.

Option B: high urgency

(A2) Exploring

Option A: low urgency

(A1) Watching
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2.3

Proceeding with an SeMS

Once you have identified your degree of readiness to begin the SeMS implementation process,
you can make some decisions on how best to proceed.
The following pages describe the implications of each readiness state, and, in particular, how you
should use the rest of this Guidance to best effect.
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Proceeding with an SeMS
Readiness level: A1, Watching, low readiness
Points to note

• Attempts to proceed immediately with full SeMS implementation will likely fail.
• Success in introducing an SeMS will be enhanced if a security failure increases a
sense of urgency, or if a person or organization in a position of influence mandates its
implementation.
• Be wary of introducing too much, too soon, and risking the development of resistance to
future SeMS efforts.

Best way to
proceed

• Your main task is to raise SeMS awareness, and educate your airport, without needing
to immediately ask for a full program of change.
• Use this Guidance and the SMAT process described within it to generate early
conversations, literacy, and awareness of SeMS.
• Spend most of your time interacting with different airport stakeholders, and learning what
their understanding of SeMS is and what their general security concerns are, before moving
into a proposed roll-out of SeMS activities and processes.
• Consider bringing in technical experts to conduct audits and provide a wider view of SeMS
and how it can be beneficial, before trying to ask parts of the airport to commit to action.

Next steps

• Draw up a list of key stakeholders you want to engage, and meet with them to understand
their day-to-day business and their thoughts on security.
• Turn to pgs. 59, 60 on how to run the SMAT process to generate conversations about security
in your airport.
• Run the SMAT exercise, according to the instructions on pgs. 51-58, 67.
• Once you have carried out the SMAT exercise and the stakeholder interviews, set up a meeting
with the most senior airport leadership you can reach to share and discuss:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

What to expect

What you have learned from the SMAT exercise
What you have learned from the stakeholder interview
Examples of how SeMS might contribute to enhanced airport performance
Examples of what happens when SeMS fails
Any metrics you have on the performance of security in your airport, e.g., restricted
access breaches

• This Guidance is not a pre-set library of processes and procedures. Rather, this Guidance
will help you and your airport understand the real drivers underlying SeMS and the system of
Elements that makes up SeMS.
• You can expect some confusion and dissatisfaction that an SeMS is not a clearly articulated
list of actions to undertake. This is completely normal.
• You might spend a lot of time in educational discussions and meetings, simply getting
stakeholders aware of and more comfortable with the concept of an SeMS. This is valuable
to do and is not wasted time.
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Proceeding with an SeMS
Readiness level: A2, Exploring, low readiness
Points to note

• Without an increase in urgency, a development of SeMS governance, and a clear plan for
SeMS implementation, there will likely continue to be a lot of interesting discussion with little
actual progress on SeMS implementation.
• Success in introducing an SeMS will be enhanced if a security failure increases
sense of urgency, or if a person or organization in a position of influence mandates its
implementation.
• Be wary of stifling an already-receptive environment, where people may already be sharing
good ideas to improve an SeMS, by introducing a highly check-listed approach to SeMS.

Best way to
proceed

• Your main task is to help raise the urgency of needing to move beyond thinking to doing
something about SeMS. This may mean making the case for urgency, as well as putting
in place governance and processes to help turn thoughts and words into reality.
• Consider bringing in technical experts to conduct audits and provide data that might show the
urgency for an SeMS.
• Ensure that, at a minimum, an SeMS Champion and an SeMS Facilitator are identified.
• Set up an SeMS Taskforce, comprising people from across the airport community who are
interested in an SeMS. The SeMS Champion is tasked with ensuring points that can benefit
from Senior Airport Leadership decision making are heard, while the SeMS Facilitator tracks
items for action and follows up on those items.
• The SeMS Taskforce can start with the SMAT exercise, described on pgs. 61-65.
• Once the SMAT exercise has been completed, the SeMS Taskforce can collectively use the
decision-making process on pgs. 71-76, 113-114, 138-140 to make recommendations to the
Airport Board/Executives.

Next steps

• Run the SMAT exercise, according to the instructions on pgs. 51-58, 61-65, 67.
• Use the outputs of the SMAT exercise to inform your SeMS Champion, and to secure senior
leadership involvement in putting together an appropriate plan to improve the SeMS in your
airport.
• While the SeMS Facilitator might take on a coordinating role, it is expected that all
stakeholders will own actions to improve the SeMS across the airport.

What to expect

• Use this Guidance, and review of the Elements, to identify where you might be able to
generate data to help provide the case for an SeMS.
• Your main task it to get a group of stakeholders working together, collaboratively, to put in
place a structure to help an SeMS mature in an intentional, evidenced, and less haphazard
manner.
• Use this guidance to help you plot out a structured plan and set of activities to help you turn
the exploring into action.
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Proceeding with g an SeMS
Readiness level: B1, Doing, some readiness
Points to note

• There may be a focus on developing libraries of documentation that describe different SeMS
processes. This might be occurring without staff having adequately considered the strategic
drivers for an SeMS, especially how it contributes to the airport’s overall performance and
values promises.
• There may be a reliance on a defined, possibly siloed, group of people to ensure security
happens, which could hamper efforts to build SeMS capability within the entire airport
system.
• The SeMS may run the risk of becoming a set of checkbox activities and so become
ineffective over time, particularly as security threats and risks are ever-changing.

Best way to
proceed

• Your main task is to ensure that the SeMS becomes systemic in nature, that it becomes
everyone’s responsibility, and that security activities serve the wider airport interest
rather than coming into conflict with other airport functions.
• Set up a clear SeMS Taskforce, comprising people from across the airport community who are
interested in SeMS. The SeMS Champion is tasked with ensuring points that can benefit from
Senior Airport Leadership decision making are heard, while the SeMS Facilitator tracks items
for action and follows up on them.
• The SeMS Taskforce can start with the SMAT exercise, described on pg. 66. This can assist in
broadening understanding of the systemic nature of SeMS, and draw focus to Elements that
may not currently be considered in your SeMS activities.
• Once the SMAT exercise has been completed, the SeMS Taskforce can collectively use the
decision-making process on pgs. 71-76, 113-114, 138-140 to make recommendations to the
Airport Board/Executives.

Next steps

• Conduct an SeMS maturity self-assessment using the SMAT (refer to pgs. 51-58, 66, 67).
• Use the outputs of the SMAT to inform your SeMS Champion, and secure senior leadership
involvement in putting together an appropriate plan to improve the SeMS in your airport pgs.
74-77.
• While the SeMS Facilitator might take on a coordinating role, it is expected that all
stakeholders will own actions to improve the SeMS across the airport.
• Consider bringing in an expert partner who can work alongside your team, tasked with
embedding capability within your team to manage the wide participatory behavior change
required of airport stakeholders when implementing an SeMS.

What to expect

• This guidance is aimed at helping airports move maturity levels in terms of SeMS thinking,
particularly moving to thinking of the SeMS as an ever-evolving system guided by principles
rather than a linear library of processes.
• You may, then, experience some surprise, or lack of certainty, when starting to undertake
activities that include multi-stakeholder working groups, or asking people to interact around
principles rather than clearly pre-defined, clear-cut steps and rules.
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Proceeding with an SeMS
Readiness level: B2, Evolving, ready
Points to note

• There is likely already a clearly articulated and widely modeled senior leadership
commitment to security in the airport, where security is seen as an enabler of airport
performance, customer satisfaction, and expression of business values.
• Airport-wide stakeholders may already be involved in cross-stakeholder security working
groups and taskforces (e.g., tenants organizations, airlines, landside, and airside functions).
• The SeMS may be spoken about and understood as two main themes: (1) as a concept,
where security is everyone’s business and is best enacted when it is part of everyone’s
day-to-day behaviors, and (2) a clearly defined project of business or culture change, which
might be in progress or has been completed, to put in place a well-managed set of activities
to intentionally progress the security culture.

Best way to
proceed

• Periodically conduct a quality assurance review of your SeMS, paying particular attention to
ensuring that processes for Continual Improvement are being used to consider questions of
security in a proactive manner.
• Consider sharing your lessons learned and SeMS approach with the wider industry, helping
to grow SeMS beyond your airport.

Next steps

• Conduct an SeMS maturity self-assessment using the SMAT (refer to pgs. 51-58, 66-67)
• Communicate the outputs of the SMAT, including recommendations, with the Board/
Executives.
• Consider bringing in fresh eyes, e.g., an external auditor or assurance, to continue to grow,
improve, and challenge your approach.

What to expect

• This Guidance may provide a slightly more holistic approach to your current SeMS practice.
• You may find some details or suggestions that help refine and mature your current thinking
on your SeMS.
• You may find that you have a well-developed suite of supporting materials that this Guidance
does not provide. These materials may have been specifically developed for your airport.
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2.4

Now you know your SeMS readiness, what next?

Now that you have a high-level understanding of your airport’s SeMS readiness, you can begin
the process of using the rest of this Guidance most effectively.
The next section introduces a series of steps that help you measure your airport’s current SeMS
maturity, identify gaps where improvement is required, decide how you would like to close those
gaps, and then put in place governance and processes to help you keep progressing your SeMS
maturity.
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How to Establish
your SeMS

What questions does this section answer for me?
+ Now that I know how ready my airport is to implement an SeMS, how do
I begin?
+ How do I identify gaps in our SeMS and then know what to do to close
those gaps?
+ What needs to happen in order to make sure we keep progressing the
SeMS in our particular airport?
Answering these questions means you will have a list of activities to carry
out that will help you develop an ‘as is’ picture of your airport’s current
SeMS, a ‘to be’ picture of where you would like to go, and a plan of how to
get there.

How to establish your SeMS

3.1

Introduction to how to establish your SeMS

Once the decision is made to establish an SeMS, the SeMS Facilitator will:
• Measure the current ‘as is’ SeMS state; this is done by using the SeMS maturity selfassessment tool pgs. 55-67
• Choose and prioritize which Elements you wish to mature to reach a desired ‘to be’ or ideal
SeMS state pgs. 71-74
• Implement the guidance to achieve that maturity pgs. 74-76
• Conduct quality assurance on your SeMS pgs. 111-112
To establish SeMS, follow the process in Figure 3-1 below.

Measure your ‘as
is’ SeMS state
(using the SeMS
Maturity Assessment
Tool, pgs. 51-67)

Choose which
Elements to improve
to reach your desired
‘to be’ state

Conduct quality
assurance of
your SeMS

(using the using the
Decision Making process
and Implementation Plan
on pgs. 71-74, 139-140)

(pgs. 111-112)

Carry out your
Implementation Plan
(Implementation Plan,
pgs. 74-76,139-140)
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3.2

What is the SMAT?

The SeMS Maturity Assessment Tool (SMAT) is a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet containing
questions that, once scored, generate a graph to describe the maturity of each Element’s tools
and mindset, plus the maturity of the quality assurance of your SeMS.
The process of completing the SMAT, the graphical output it generates, and the discussions and
decisions that follow all assist you to:
1

Understand what your SeMS maturity looks like today

2

Establish a starting point and plan of action to improve your SeMS

3

Educate and involve others in your airport’s SeMS

Use the results from the SeMS Readiness exercise (Section 2.2, pg. 41) to determine how you will
use the SMAT. The table below shows different ways of using the SMAT, depending on your SeMS
readiness level.
Readiness level (pgs. 39-41,137)

Using the SMAT

Watching, low SeMS
readiness

• You will use the SMAT to start generating conversations and introduce the idea
of an SeMS.

Exploring, some SeMS
readiness

• You will use the SMAT to help build a case for action, and create structure and
priorities for action.

Doing, some SeMS
readiness

• You will use the SMAT to make sure that, as you go about implementation, you
are thinking about your SeMS as a system, and you are taking into account all
Elements.

Evolving, SeMS ready

• You will use the SMAT to maintain SeMS, challenge your thinking, and
continuously improve your approach.

The rest of this section describes what the tool measures, and gives different ways of using the
tool depending on your readiness level and reasons for carrying out the SMAT.
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What is the SMAT?

What the SMAT measures

The SMAT is premised on the understanding that an SeMS is made up of seven Elements, each
comprising tools and mindset. For an SeMS to work well (i.e., be considered mature), the airport
needs to ensure that:
• On its own, each Element is working well, including both the tools and mindset.
• All the Elements are working well together, as a system.
The SMAT measures your SeMS Maturity by:
• Asking a set of questions for each Element; the answers to those questions help give an
estimation of the maturity of the tools and mindset for each Element
• Generating a graph that shows the maturity of each Element’s tools and mindset

Once the SMAT is completed, what happens next?
Once you have completed the SMAT, you then decide

• Which Elements you want to mature further and prioritize those Elements
• Whether the tools, mindset, or both need maturing in order for the entire Element to progress
• Actions that need to be taken to mature those Elements
• Methods to store and handle the SMAT results appropriately
This section provides guidance on those steps.

What to expect from the SMAT
The SMAT will provide you with

• A holistic view of all Elements that make up the SeMS system
• An indication of the maturity of each Element’s tools and mindset
• An indication of which Elements in your airport need improvement
• A way to get different stakeholders in the airport talking and thinking about what comprises an
SeMS
• A way to measure your progress as you implement and maintain your SeMS
You are encouraged to use the SMAT on a periodic basis (e.g., yearly) in order to identify any
changes. This activity may form part of the quality assurance of the SeMS itself.
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What is the SMAT?

What the SMAT is not

• The SMAT is not an absolute formula. Airports are complex, especially when considering the
wider community of stakeholders. Therefore, the SMAT does not provide a single overarching
statement, percentage, or score to state how your airport is performing as a whole when it
comes to SeMS. To do so accurately would require a thorough diagnostic process, which could
take weeks or even months and is beyond the scope of this Guidance.
• The SMAT is not an exhaustive list of every single process, template, item, or tool that might
be used for security, or otherwise, in your airport. The SMAT considers an SeMS as a system
of interconnected Elements, and provides you with a way of thinking about each of them
systematically.

Who do I involve when completing the SMAT?

The tables on the next two pages will help you think about whether you might want to have the
SMAT completed by individuals, by groups, or a mixture of both.
Each person and/or group completing the SMAT will complete it from their own viewpoint. This
means that you might get quite different SMAT results, depending on who completes the SMAT.
This is not a bad thing, and is not a reason to pick who completes the SMAT based on who you
think will give the most favorable results, or who you think will agree with your perspectives.
What is more important is that differences in perspective, which show up in SMAT results, are
shared and discussed. This is a valuable way of recognizing that establishing an SeMS is a group
effort, conducted over time, in order to create consistency of experience across the airport.
It can be beneficial to ask a wide range of people who might have quite different perspectives to
complete the SMAT. This helps to challenge any assumptions that might be in place regarding
how well SeMS is understood and embedded throughout the airport. For example, it might help
leadership recognize that Elements that may seem very obvious to them are not as obvious to
others.
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What is the SMAT?
Who do I involve?

Why might you do this?

Pros

Cons

Completing the SMAT
individually

It is a good opportunity
to get key individuals
thinking about your
SeMS and generate buyin prior to asking for more
tangible SeMS change.

You immediately, in a
short space of time,
have a graph and way to
structure thinking about
SeMS.

Using a single person’s
perspective to generate
the SMAT limits the
degree to which
SMAT outputs can be
generalized across the
airport.

(Instructions on pgs.
59-60)
Consider including:
• Your head of security
• An Executive member
• Key people you wish
to raise awareness
with, e.g., tenant
organizations and
heads of functions
from other parts of the
business
• Key informal
influencers within your
system

Consider this option in
particular if you have
decided that your SeMS
is in the Watching SeMS
readiness state (see
Section 2).

Completing the SMAT
as a group

It is a good opportunity
to get people talking, in
detail, about the SeMS
Elements. This helps to
start to form a systemic
understanding of how an
SeMS works, across a
collective of people.

(Instructions on pgs.
61-65)
Consider a range
of people, to cross
boundaries within your
airport.
You might want to invite
some senior people,
e.g., Head of Security,
as well as people who
are more involved in
day-to-day operations,
such as someone
from the cleaning and
maintenance department,
or someone from a
tenant organization.

Consider this option in
particular if you have
decided that your SeMS
is in the Exploring or
Doing SeMS readiness
states (see Section 2).

If several individuals
compare their SeMS
outputs, it gives an
opportunity for people
to start to gain a deeper
understanding of
different perspectives
and experience of your
SeMS.

When sharing the SMAT
outputs, you might
face resistance and
challenges to how you
reached your conclusions
based on a single
perspective.

The simple act of
completing the
questionnaire is in itself
an awareness-generating
experience.

At this stage, you may
wish simply to use
the exercise as an
awareness-generating
activity, and not put as
much focus on agreeing
to tangible actions.

People in the group gain
a deeper understanding
of different perspectives
and experiences of the
SeMS Elements.

This can take some time,
e.g., at least a day, if not
two, per group.

People in the group start
to generate a shared
language around the
SeMS, making it easier
for them to understand
ways to improve it in the
future.

This needs skilled
facilitation and time
management to ensure
the conversation remains
constructive, rather than
simply debating who is
right and who is wrong.

People start to
understand what will be
required, collectively, to
bring about change to
the SeMS system.
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What is the SMAT?
Who do I involve?

Why might you do this?

Pros

Cons

Completing the SMAT
with multiple individuals
and/or groups and
collating the responses

This can be useful
when trying to deeply
understand the SeMS
system and culture
across the airport
community. It is most
beneficial when the
intention is to build a
clear plan of work that
spans the entire SeMS
system and airport
community.

You can identify different
areas of need in different
stakeholder groups
and so tailor plans
accordingly.

This exercise will take a
lot of time to complete,
e.g., several weeks or
months.

(Instructions on pg. 66)
Consider a wide range
of people across
levels, functions, and
organizations within your
airport.

Consider this option in
particular if you have
decided that your
SeMS is in the Evolving
readiness state (see
Section 2).

You can identify potential
areas of opportunity for
different stakeholder
groups to learn from
each other or work
together.
You can get a good
picture of how your
SeMS is working across
the entire airport system,
and prioritize areas for
actions that are most
needed.

With the large amount of
information, presenting it
in a way that is relevant
and useful will require
some thinking and
development time.
If trust between
stakeholders is low, you
may need to be careful of
sharing information that
might make a group look
bad.
It may be better to keep
results anonymous. This
version should only be
carried out if the different
stakeholder groups are
brought into the process
and a non-punitive
approach is taken to
areas where development
is needed.
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3.3

How do I use the SMAT?

Understanding how to make the make the most out of the SMAT

Before proceeding to the SMAT (the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet titled SeMS Maturity Self
Assessment Tool), it is important to read through and fully understand what is expected from the
SMAT input, and what you might expect during the process of completing the SMAT.

What the SMAT will ask you to do

The SMAT is intuitive and is made up of two worksheets:
1

The SMAT itself. This starts with some information about you (e.g., name and email), followed
by approximately 50 questions/statements. It is your answers to these questions that will
inform the maturity of the Elements that make up an SeMS. The questionnaire is based
on statements with 3-4 descriptors, from which you should choose one that most closely
resembles/describes your airport today – see Figure 3-2 below for an example.

2

The SMAT Results (refer to pgs. 56, 68-70, 138)

SeMs Maturity Assessment Survey

Select the statement below that you most agree with:

Clear Selection

Close and finish later

It’s up to individuals to determine what is a security vulnerability, security risk, suspicious items and behaviour.

Most, if not all of the airport community has sufficient knowledge to recognise security vulnerabilities, security risks and suspicious items and
behaviour.

Identification of security vulnerabilities, security risks, suspicious items and behaviours is the responsibility of security agencies only.

Some of the airport community has sufficient knowledge to recognise security vulnerabilities, security risks and suspicious items and
behaviour.

Next Question

You have completed 0 questions out of 68.

Figure 3-2. SMAT Question Example
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How do I use the SMAT?

Once all the statements in the SMAT have been answered, a graph is generated (see Figure 3-3)
within the same spreadsheet that shows the maturity of each SeMS Element’s tools and mindset,
according to the answers that have been provided. This will be the second worksheet you interact
with (you will only be able to read and print it). The graph format (i.e., spider diagram or column
graph) will depend on which Excel version you are using.

“Quality Assurance” Tools
“Quality Assurance” Culture
“Leadership and Culture” Tools
“Leadership and Culture” Culture
“Training and Application” Tools
“Training and Application” Culture
“Business Continuity” Tools
“Business Continuity” Culture
“Protective Security” Tools
“Protective Security” Culture
“Compliance” Tools
“Compliance” Culture
“Continual Improvement” Tools
“Continual Improvement” Culture
“Threat and Risk” Tools
“Threat and Risk” Culture
Unaware

Tactical

Aware

Optimising

Maturity
Figure 3-3. SeMS Maturity Graph Example
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How do I use the SMAT?

What should I take into consideration before starting the SMAT?

Important Note: It is critical that you respond to each statement honestly so that you know today’s
maturity. Choosing those descriptors that describe what you would prefer your airport to be like will
in fact undermine your efforts to achieve it; you will not have an understanding of where you are
today, where you want to be, and what you need to do to get there.

Choose only one option – the one that best describes your airport today.
It is tempting to answer in a wishful thinking way, or in a ‘what we hope
we are’ way, but this will provide inaccurate scores and will be less
valuable at the end.
There are very subtle differences in the questions, so at times it may feel
like you are repeating your answers or have answered certain questions
already; however the SMAT is designed to assess your security maturity
across a range of levels and contexts.
Before starting the SMAT, it is important to understand that this is not a
quick fix or short satisfaction survey and will take a fair deal of time to
effectively go through all questions. The SMAT is designed so that you
can save your input and come back to it later.
There is value in involving a number of people when completing the
SMAT. Involving a number of people reduces the influence of bias and is
likely to be a closer representation of the airport rather than individuals’
perceptions. Further guidance is provided in the following section,
‘Completing your SMAT as a Group’’.
This will ensure that the scores from the SMAT will be more accurate
and reflective of your organization, and thus you will gain far more value
from the recommendations and action steps to take once you have your
score.
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How do I use the SMAT?

Now you are ready to complete your SMAT. Please refer to the separate SeMS Maturity Assessment
Tool (SMAT). Remember, it is better to consult widely and take your time to give considered
responses than it is to rush through the SMAT. You can save your SMAT at any time and return to it.
Once you have completed your SMAT, continue to the next chapter for guidance on interpreting the
results and next steps.
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Different ways to complete the SMAT

Completing your SMAT as or with individuals

Decide why you want to complete your SMAT as or with individuals
Reasons might be:
• You want to first be sure that you understand the SMAT and how it works, and so be able to
better instruct others how to use it and gain benefit from it.
• You are not ready to facilitate a group of people coming to consensus decisions for a group
exercise. You may not have the time for this, or feel comfortable enough yet to run a valuable
group session.
• You might feel you can gain buy-in from key people if they first do the SMAT as individuals. They
are more likely to be completely honest in their input and will be in a better position to champion
an SeMS within the airport once they have been through their own individual process of engaging
with the SMAT.
• You might have decided that your airport is at the Watching SeMS readiness stage (Section 2).
Decide who you want to ask to complete SMAT
It might be:
• Just yourself, for now
• Key individuals within senior leadership positions
• Individuals within your team
• Individuals in other teams or in other airport stakeholder groups, who might not normally be asked
to think about an SeMS
Decide how and where you want to go about having the SMAT completed
It might be:
• You, and only you
• You, sitting with someone while they complete the SMAT, guiding them through the questions and
instructions
• Asking someone to complete it quietly for themselves, on their own
• A group of individuals, in a room, all completing it individually at the same time
• You, or someone else, gradually completing it in stages over a few weeks
Decide on the process, or flow, of SMAT completion
The process flow chart on the next page describes the high-level process to follow. The table that
follows describes each step in more detail.
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Different ways to complete the SMAT

Pre-completion

Completion

Once completed

Read instructions (pgs. 5567). If asking someone else
to complete the SMAT, set
up a one-on-one meeting
to brief them on the
instructions.

Either in one sitting, or over
a few shorter sessions.
If someone else is
completing the SMAT, you
may wish to be available
to guide them through the
use of the SMAT as they
complete it.

Consult SeMS Guidance
in light of SMAT results.
If someone else has
completed the SMAT,
conduct a debriefing
session with them.

Pre-completion

You should read the instructions on pgs. 55-57, 67. If you are asking someone
else to complete the SMAT, ensure you have a one-on-one conversation with that
person to make sure they understand the mindset required.

During completion

You can complete the SMAT in one sitting, or you can pause and come back to it
over a few weeks.

Once completed

Take time to reflect on the results, and to consult the rest of this Guidance
document to think about what to do next. If someone else has completed the
SMAT, take time to discuss with them what they learned, what questions they
have, and what they think they might want to do next.
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Different ways to complete the SMAT

Completing your SMAT as a group

Decide why you want to complete your SMAT as a group
Reasons might be:
• To use the exercise to help enhance SeMS awareness and understanding in a particular group
of people
• To use the exercise to get a more holistic, objective, and accurate view of the current state of
the SeMS
• To use the exercise to help groups of people, who may not normally interact on the question of
SeMS, see their shared views, challenges, and potential benefits in the implementation of an
SeMS
• To use the exercise to gain buy-in and create urgency from a particular group of stakeholders so
that they better champion an SeMS
• You might have decided that your airport is at the Exploring or Doing SeMS readiness stages
(Section 2)
There may be other reasons, but be sure to focus on the outcome you are looking for (e.g.,
changing awareness levels) rather than the activities you want to focus on (e.g., telling people about
the SeMS).
Decide who you want to run the SMAT session with
Your reasons for running the exercise (see section above) will help you think about who to invite.
For example, if you are needing buy-in and stakeholder support, are there some people who you
could invite who you did not initially think of? Or, if you are wanting champions for an SeMS, are you
inviting people who may have influence in an SeMS, even if they might currently be slightly resistant
to or unaware of the concept of an SeMS?
Groupings you may consider:
• Leadership and C-Suite
• Multi-stakeholder group; representatives of people who hold formal and informal security roles,
as well as those who currently have no involvement in the SeMS at all
• Mix of airport stakeholder representatives (e.g., tenant representatives, airline representatives,
ground handlers, and support services)
Decide how you want to run the SMAT session
Think about the tone or atmosphere of your session. In most cases, and in pursuit of just-culture
principles, the tone should be one where everyone gets a chance to share their views. Agreement of
views is not to be immediately forced. Time is taken to share with the group what the purpose of the
session is (which you can adapt from the ‘why’), and for the group to meet each other and set up a
positive atmosphere.
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Different ways to complete the SMAT

Think about who is best to introduce the session (perhaps you want someone senior to set the
scene e.g., SeMS Champion, even if they are not there for the rest of the session), and who is best
to actually run the session (e.g., someone familiar with your SeMS, or someone with a facilitation
style that is favorable to running open knowledge-sharing sessions).
Decide where you want to run the SMAT session
You will need somewhere big enough to accommodate everyone, preferably with space for people
to work together in clusters or smaller groups, as well as in bigger group discussions. You will need
somewhere to plug in at least one laptop and a projector screen. Flip charts are preferable, though
not absolute necessities.
If you are inviting people from groups who do not often get invited to security discussions, consider
whether you want to use a venue that is more convenient for them (rather than your usual meeting
rooms).
Decide on the process, or flow, of the session
A suggested outline agenda is provided below, but you will adapt this depending on how many
people are attending your session, how much time you have available, and what purpose or ‘why’
you are trying to achieve by using the SMAT. The result of your SeMS readiness assessment will
answer the ‘why’.
The flow chart below describes the high-level process. The table that follows describes each step in
more detail.

Pre-session

Session

Secure sponsorship from senior
airport manager, e.g., SeMS
Champion

Introductions
SeMS Overview
Answering the SMAT – Run
session according to version
instructions in table on
following page

Email a briefing note to those
you are inviting to the session
(include agenda and purpose of
session)

Debrief the SMAT – Debrief
SMAT results according to
instructions in the table on
following page

Have a one-on-one briefing
conversation with each person
you have invited to the session
Decide which session version
works best for you
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Different ways to complete the SMAT
Pre-session

• Gain agreement from someone senior in the airport, to give their sponsorship to you
running this session. This may be facilitated by the SeMS Champion.
• Send an email to the people you have decided to invite, explaining the purpose of the
session, what their contribution will be, and the timings of the session. To highlight
the importance of the SeMS, the SeMS Champion may do this or provide supporting
communication.
• Take time to have a quick phone call with persons you have invited, to help them
understand further why they are invited and what they will be asked to do (often an
email is not enough!)

Session

Introductions

(Depending on how
you run it, allow
between 3.5 hours and
an entire day for the
session)

• Introduce yourself and your role (you might ask your Champion to do this) (10 mins).
• Recap why you have asked people to be here today, and that you are going to
be asking them to provide their answers to a range of questions designed to help
understand the maturity of the airport’s SeMS (10 mins).
• Recap how you would like people to interact with each other today – no blame, no
judgment, and open sharing of perceptions and experiences (which may not always be
in agreement) (5 mins).
• Give people an opportunity to introduce themselves, their roles, their level of familiarity
with SeMS (and it’s ok to say, “I don’t know anything about SeMS”), and what they
think of when they hear the word security. Depending on how many people are
present, you can ask each person in the room, or divide them into smaller groups of
3 or 4 (allow 3 minutes sharing per person, with an additional 5 minutes for general
discussion).
SeMS overview
• Introduce people to the Elements of SeMS (very high level, 10 mins).
• Introduce people to a summarized version of pgs. 55-57, 67, including the need for
honesty when providing answers to the questions (10 mins).
Answering the SMAT
Answering the SMAT – Version

1



• Either as one group or several clusters of smaller groups, pose each SMAT question,
one by one.
• For each SMAT question, each person in the group indicates what their personal
answer would be. It is important that people are completely honest in their
contributions. Depending on how much time you have, you can ask people to simply
give an answer (should take a second or two per person), or else give their answer with
a reason (could take up to a minute per person).
• The most frequent answer is the one that gets inputted in to the SMAT. If there is a tie,
allow a further 2 minutes for the group to decide what the final answer is.
• This exercise, answering all questions on the SMAT, will take 2–3 hours.
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Different ways to complete the SMAT
Session cont.

Answering the SMAT – Version

(Depending on how
you run it, allow
between 3.5 hours and
an entire day for the
session)

• Either as a group or several clusters of smaller groups, pose each SMAT question
one by one.
• On a rotating basis, only one person in the group selects an answer to the question.
This answer is inputted without challenge, unless someone in the group has a
particularly strong objection.
• This version of the exercise will be much quicker (approximately 1.5 hours), but will
be less robust in terms of challenge.
Answering the SMAT – Version

2

3





• Have several small groups (e.g., 1s, 2s, or 3s, each with their own laptop) complete the
SMAT over the course of 1.5 hours.
Debriefing the SMAT
• Ask each participant to share how they found the experience of completing the SMAT.
Was there anything unexpected in the questions, something that surprised them,
something they had not thought of before? (Allow 3 minutes per person, or allow small
group discussion for 5 minutes and then give a further 10 minutes for plenary group
sharing.)
• If you used Answering the SMAT – Version 1 or 2 , show the entire group the SMAT
outputs. Ask them what stands out for them—what is expected, what is unexpected?
(Allow approximately 10 minutes for this.)
• If you used Answering the SMAT – Version 3 , allow groups to look at the SMAT
outputs for each group and compare and contrast results, as well as reasons for
similarities or differences (allow 20 minutes for this).
• Agree with the group about next steps, in light of the SMAT outputs. Options might be
(allow 20 minutes for this):
•

Reconvene to collectively decide improvement areas to focus on.

•

Hold some further one-on-one discussions, to further refine understanding, before
finally deciding final SMAT outputs.

•

Ask each delegate to commit to one thing, to help raise awareness of the SeMS,
or take a step towards improving the SeMS.

Close

• Clarify next steps, even if you only decide what you are going to do next after this
session.
• Thank the group for their participation.
• Reiterate any outputs that you have agreed to capture and share with the group.
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Different ways to complete the SMAT
Options

You could run versions of this workshop over several shorter sessions. For example,
you might run the SeMS overview, ask groups to go and complete the SMAT on their
own time, and then bring groups back to debrief the outputs.
Or, you may choose certain sections of the SMAT to focus on, or you might populate
some areas that you feel confident on, and ask only for input on those questions where
you feel less confident (although, beware of personal bias creeping in).
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Different ways to complete the SMAT

Collating SMAT results across individuals and groups

Decide why you want to complete your SMAT as a collation across individuals and groups
You may want to:
• Form as much of a complete picture as you can of SeMS across the wider airport community.
• Help the airport stakeholders (e.g., Board, Executives, or different airport organizations) get a
big-picture understanding of SeMS across different parts of the airport system.
• Put together a coherent plan for SeMS across the entire airport system, which will be informed
by the SMAT results.
• You might have decided that your airport is at the Evolving readiness stage (Section 2).
Decide who is going to complete the SMAT, and how and where they are going to complete it
Options include:
• You can bring together many teams, each team coming together in a group workshop (pgs.
61-65), to generate a SMAT per group. For example, with the security team as a group, senior
leadership as a group, or each different tenant organization as its own group.
• You might ask several individuals to complete the SMAT independently (pgs. 59-60).
• You might have a mixture of both group-completed SMATs and individual-completed SMATs
pg.66.
Remember, it is important to emphasize that SMAT completion is about learning, and should not be
carried out in a punitive environment. To allow open and honest sharing, it might be necessary to
keep contributions anonymous.
Decide on the process, or flow, of SMAT collation and feedback
The process flow chart below describes the high-level process to follow. The table that follows
describes each step in more detail.
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Different ways to complete the SMAT
Pre-SMAT completion

Explain to each individual or group what you are doing and why. Emphasize that this is
about learning together.
Ensure that you have a clear plan of how you are going to have the SMATs completed
(e.g., a series of group workshops).

During SMAT
completion

Follow the instructions for individual (pgs. 59-60) and group (pgs. 61-65) SMAT
completion.

Once the SMATs are
completed

Decide how you want to represent the SMAT outputs. You may want to show the
results in a bar graph per Element, for example:

While it may be tempting to work out averages, we do not encourage this approach.
Differences between groups get lost, and it is the nuance and difference between
groups that is most useful to understanding SeMS accurately across the airport.
Share the results

Ensure that you give feedback to those who participated in the exercise, even if you
show only high level anonymized outputs.

Storage and Handling of the SMAT Results

While the SMAT results are not Sensitive Security Information (SSI) as defined by 49 CFR part
1520, they could highlight where potential vulnerabilities may be in your airport’s security system.
This information may be of interest to individuals who have intent to undertake or facilitate an act
of unlawful interference. This should be considered when storing and handling the SMAT results.
You should refer to your airport’s policy on handling information that may be considered sensitive
or follow the TSA’s SSI Best Practices Guide for Non-DHS Employees and Contractors.
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3.4

Interpreting your SMAT results

Now you have completed your SMAT you will know the maturity of:
• The tools and mindset of each of the seven Elements
• The quality assurance of your SeMS

What Element maturity means

On your SMAT results, you will see a graph that shows the maturity level for each SeMS Element.
The maturity levels can be described in general as follows:

UNAWARE
Tools and culture
(almost) do not exist
coupled with ‘no desire’
to change.
TACTICAL
There is evidence that
some tools and required
culture exist.

AWARE
Tools and required
culture exist but
utilization and value is
not an integral part of
the airport community.
OPTIMIZING
Tools and culture are
lived as part of the daily
fabric of the airport’s
operations.

Typically, the application of security is limited to those individuals with designated
security responsibilities. Attitudes towards security is hostile or at best dismissive.
Security is not a valued function within the airport. The quality of the security
application is likely to be poor.

Typically some but not all tools have been developed. They may be used
intermittently but are not considered to be an integral part of the business. People
know security is important but do not proactively engage or understand their role.
It may be that the catalyst for security efforts are regulatory audits and effort will
be made to prepare for those audits. Apart from the audit related effort, there will
be little to no effort made to improve security.
Typically security is widely acknowledged as a valuable function within the airport.
There will be pockets of positive and proactive security culture. Tools are widely
used but the outputs are not necessarily integrated with the rest of the business,
for example, a risk assessment matrix is used by the Security Team to inform the
application of security measures but it is not utilized in capital investment projects
to inform the design or by Finance to inform annual budgets.

Security is an integral part of the airport’s business. There is a common
understanding of its value throughout the community from Executive through
to tenant staffs. Every member of the airport community behaves in a way that
demonstrates they know they are contributing to the airport’s security. The SeMS
tools inform and are informed by non-security business units, for example, a
threat and risk assessment is a key basis of design for capital investment projects,
regardless of the project’s scope.
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Interpreting your SMAT results

Remember, the SMAT does not give a single overall score for SeMS maturity. This is because
the SMAT assesses the maturity of each Element’s tools and mindset, and each has a different
influence on your SeMS. The systemic nature of SeMS means that changes in one Element’s
maturity will have flow-on effects on others. For example, most of your Element’s tools and
mindsets may be close to or at Optimizing; however, if you have one Element that is Unaware, the
entire system is less mature—this influence is not shown in individual scores. It is best to use the
SMAT to understand how to prioritize your efforts for improvement (i.e., which Element tools and/
or mindset) to improve the overall system’s effectiveness.

Where you are today

The SeMS output graph will look similar to Figure 3-4 below (the scores will be unique to your
airport):

“Quality Assurance” Tools
“Quality Assurance” Culture
“Leadership and Culture” Tools
“Leadership and Culture” Culture
“Training and Application” Tools
“Training and Application” Culture
“Business Continuity” Tools
“Business Continuity” Culture
“Protective Security” Tools
“Protective Security” Culture
“Compliance” Tools
“Compliance” Culture
“Continual Improvement” Tools
“Continual Improvement” Culture
“Threat and Risk” Tools
“Threat and Risk” Culture

Maturity

Unaware

Tactical

Aware

Optimising

Figure 3-4. SeMS Maturity Graph Example
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Interpreting your SMAT results

This graph enables you to understand the relative strengths in the SeMS at your airport, as well as
where improvement is required. Remember, the graph outputs are dependent upon the honesty
of the answers being given, and that those answers reflect the state today, not the desired
state. Also remember, there will always be a degree of subjectivity to the results, so this is not a
replacement for a full process audit or deep culture assessment.
Each bar in the graph is showing maturity for that particular labeled Element. On the Results
tab within the SMAT, you will see a descriptor for the maturity level of each Element. Read the
descriptor for the maturity level of each Element that you have scored.
Capture each Element’s maturity level in SMATs Result Worksheet. A template can be found in
Appendix H.

A special note on sub-cultures

Appendix I provides an in-depth case study outlining what you may encounter across different
groups within the airport community. The case study provides suggestions on how to best think
about and adapt your approach to groups whose SeMS readiness and maturity may not be in
alignment. Although not uncommon, an SeMS along with SMAT Results Worksheet can be used
to increase awareness of the sub-cultures and enable maturity growth over time.
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Making decisions to improve based on your SMAT result
You now need to make a number of decisions.

Like completing the SMAT, it is recommended that decisions are made on a consultative
basis, and this includes Executive-level personnel. The reason the latter is recommended is
because SeMS has the potential to significantly influence the security of your airport. As the
people ultimately accountable for security, Executives should be included in such a decision.
Furthermore, they are likely to have an influence on the effectiveness of change through
demonstrable leadership (see the Leadership and Empowerment Element) and resourcing of the
change.
An SMAT Results Worksheet has been provided in Appendix H to record the outcomes of this
particular exercise.
Step 1 Determine the Ideal maturity for each Element
Refer pg. 69 for Maturity Definitions.
Record the Ideal (to be) maturity for each Element Tool and Mindset in
the SMAT Results Worksheet.
Step 2 Identify which Element needs maturing
Using the SMAT Results Worksheet, compare the columns Current
Maturity and Ideal Maturity and decide and record which Element’s
Tool and Mindset you wish to mature (i.e., which requires change).
Step 3 Prioritize Elements that need to improve
Guidance on things to consider when prioritizing efforts to mature
Element Tools and/or Mindset can be found below and in more detail in
Appendix E.
Step 4 Identify who needs to be involved in the discussions to
develop the Implementation/Action Plan
Record this on the SMAT Results Worksheet.
Step 5 Develop an Implementation/Action Plan
Refer to guidance on pg. 74.
An Implementation/Action Plan template can be found in Appendix H.
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An SeMS Result Worksheet template can be found in Appendix H. The following is a worked
example:
Element

Threat and
Risk
Compliance

Protective
Security

Business
Continuity

Training and
Application

Current
Maturity
(From
SMAT
results)

Ideal
Maturity

Change
Required?
Y/N

Priority

Step

Step

Step

Tools

Optimizing

Optimizing

No

–

–

Mindset

Aware

Aware

No

–

–

Tools

Unaware

Optimizing

Yes

1

Enterprise Risk
Management Team, Airport
Security Manager, Head
of Internal Quality Control,
Head of IT, Learning and
Development

Mindset

Tactical

Aware

Yes

–

–

Tools

Optimizing

Optimizing

No

–

–

Mindset

Tactical

Aware

Yes

8

Chief Financial Officer,
Procurement Lead, Airport
Security Manager, Chief
Operating Officer

Tools

Aware

Aware

No

–

–

Mindset

Unaware

Aware

Yes

4

Business Continuity
Manager, CFO, Training and
Development

Tools

Aware

Aware

No

–

Training and Development,
Procurement Lead, HR,
Communications, Chief
Financial Officer

Mindset

Tactical

Aware

Yes

2

Training and Development,
Procurement Lead, HR,
Communications, Chief
Financial Officer

1

2

3

Who should be
involved in the
Implementation/Action
Plan development?
Step 4
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Interpreting your SMAT results

An SeMS Result Worksheet template can be found in Appendix H. The following is a worked
example:
Element

Continual
Improvement

Just
Culture and
Leadership

SeMS Quality
Assurance
and
Governance

Current
Maturity
(From
SMAT
results)

Ideal
Maturity

Change
Required?
Y/N

Priority

Step

Step

Step

Tools

Tactical

Optimizing

Yes

3

Business Continuity
Manager, Enterprise
Risk Management Team,
Chief Operating Officer,
Airport Security Manager,
Procurement Team Lead

Mindset

Aware

Optimizing

Yes

5

Business Continuity
Manager, Enterprise
Risk Management Team,
Chief Operating Officer,
Airport Security Manager,
Procurement Team Lead

Tools

Aware

Optimizing

Yes

7

Entire Board,
Communications,
HR, SeMS Facilitator,
SeMS Champion

Mindset

Optimizing

Optimizing

No

–

N/A

Unaware

Aware

Yes

6

1

2

3

Who should be
involved in the
Implementation/Action
Plan development?
Step 4

SeMS Facilitator, SeMS
Champion, Enterprise
Risk Management,
Airport Security Manager,
Chief Operating Officer
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Interpreting your SMAT results

Prioritizing action to improve maturity

While it would be good to make all changes necessary to bring all Elements to the ideal maturity
as soon as possible, it is recognized that this is unlikely to be feasible due to resource limitations
and the time it will take to realize the changes. It is therefore appropriate to prioritize efforts to make
changes. Appendix E provides detailed guidance on things to consider when prioritizing the efforts.
Record the outcome of your prioritization decisions on the SMAT Results Worksheet. The next step
is to develop an action plan to progress the priorities. Now is the time to start thinking about who
should be involved in that action plan. Detailed guidance on the action plan follows.

Completing an Implementation/Action Plan to improve SeMS

Now you know the ‘as is’ and ‘to be’ or Ideal maturity level for each Element tool and mindset and
have prioritized them, you are ready to start taking action towards moving from ‘as is’ to ‘ideal’.
Appendix F provides detailed guidance on actions you should consider implementing. The actions
will depend on:
• Element
• Tool or mindset
• Current maturity level
For example, if your top two priorities are maturing (a) Compliance Tools, which has a current
maturity level of Unaware and (b) Training and Application Mindset, which has a current maturity
level of Tactical, you will:
Step 1: Refer to Appendix F.
Step 2a: Within Appendix F, go to the Compliance section > go to the Tools page > go to the
Unaware to Tactical row, and choose from the list actions you consider appropriate and feasible to
adopt.

Compliance
Tools
UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Design, develop and implement an internal quality control program, including a quality
control system which comprises checklists and guidance for internal inspectors and an
information management system for findings results, communications, follow up action,
and evidence collections.
• Ensure internal inspectors are appropriately skilled.
• Utilize the official regulatory audits findings to inform the internal quality control program.
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Step 2b: Within Appendix F, go to the Training and Application section > go to the Tools page >
go to the Tactical to Aware row, and choose from the list actions you consider appropriate and
feasible to adopt.

Training and Application
Mindset
TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Ensure that Training Needs Analysis considers behavioral requirements to apply
knowledge and skills in practice (competency based rather than knowledge based), and
the wider factors that may encourage or hinder demonstration of required behavior (e.g.,
supervisor role modeling, work design, and cognitive load of work).
• Ensure that the Training Plan, where appropriate, includes behavioral training and
practice for application, ideally in simulations.
• Ensure that any skills, knowledge, and behaviors that are trained for are considered in
staff performance assessments, and included in their role profiles.

Step 3: In addition to referring to the guidance that is specific to the Element Tool or Mindset, you
should also:
a) Consider your readiness level (see Section 2.1. pg.40) as your Implementation Plan may focus
on different activities.
b) Refer to the guidance on Dependencies on Other SeMS Elements provided for each Element in
Appendix F.

Training and Application
Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• Refer to Training and Application for training program development.
• It may not be appropriate that punitive action is taken for noncompliance where Leadership and Empowerment
mindset maturity is low (refer to Leadership and Empowerment).
• Subject to the findings from the root cause analysis, other Elements may be relevant (e.g., Leadership and
Empowerment, Training and Application, and Threat and Risk).
• An SeMS is fundamentally about risk management, but Compliance alone will not achieve this. It should
therefore become a component of Continual Improvement.
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The dependencies guidance is Element-specific but is not maturity-, tool-, or mindset-specific.
Rather, it highlights where change to one Element is most likely to influence or be influenced by
other Elements. This should be considered when determining what actions to include in your
Implementation/Action Plan.
Step 4: Once you have determined which actions are appropriate and feasible, taking into account
your readiness level and influence from or on other Elements, you can record the actions within the
SMAT on the SeMS Implementation/Action Plan. A template can be found in Appendix H.
You may have other record-keeping/planning mechanisms that you prefer to use. The most important
thing is that you use something that makes sense to you and that you will use to track completion of
actions. Subject to the amount of change required, a program or project management approach may
be appropriate in the short to medium (1–5 year) term.

Implementing the Action Plan

You now have an action plan to implement (or further mature) your SeMS. As part of its development,
like all good project management processes, the following should be identified and agreed upon:
• Resources required
• Timeframe for action
• Stakeholders
• Risks to the project/action plan
• Quality control (refer to quality assurance)
• Measures of success (consider periodic use of the SMAT)
How long it will take to implement your SeMS will depend on a number of factors, including:
• Your SeMS readiness
• Current maturity levels
• Ideal maturity levels
• Commitment by senior leadership, including the SeMS Champion
• Size and complexity of your airport
• Existing micro-cultures (e.g., the influence of the airline’s organizational culture at a hub)
Using the SMAT on a periodic basis will help you determine your progress. You should, however,
be mindful that depending on current and desired maturity, and if you are maturing a tool or culture,
this could vary from months to years. It may take only one month to develop a quality control
(Compliance Tool) but changing a hostile Compliance mindset to one that is positive could take
years. Generally, maturation of tools will be faster than maturation of mindsets.
It would not be unreasonable for it to take 5–6 years before your SeMS becomes ‘just the way we do
security.’ It is important to manage these expectations, resource accordingly, and factor this into the
SeMS quality assurance process.
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Conclusion

This Guidance document has been developed to assist you with establishing and maturing your
airport’s SeMS. It is designed so that you can use it regardless of the maturity of your SeMS – you
will use a little or a lot depending on how SeMS-ready your airport is and how mature the tools and
mindset of each of the seven Elements are, namely:
1

Threat and Risk

2

Compliance

3

Protective Security

4

Business Continuity, including Incident Management

5

Training and Application

6

Continual Improvementw

 eadership and Empowerment
L
Additionally, the SMAT is designed to be used on a periodic basis in order to inform your progress as
you implement the actions you have taken from the Guidance document.
7

The Guidance has been developed in close consultation with the US aviation market in order to
capture the user’s needs and preferences in terms of content and format.
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Abbreviations, Acronyms, Initialisms,
and Definitions of Terms

BCS

Business Continuity System

BIA

Business Impact Assessment

CPTED

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design

CFO

Chief Financial Officer

DHA

Defense Health Agency

DHS

Department of Homelad Security

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

PARAS

Program for Applied Research in Airport Security

QMS

Quality Management System

SeMS

Security Management System

SMS

Safety Management System

TSA

Transportation Security Administration

VBIED

Vehicle Borne Improvised Explosive Device

Audit: An in-depth compliance examination of all aspects of the implementation of the airport
security program.
Business Continuity Management System: Part of the overall management system that
establishes, implements, operates, monitors, reviews, maintains, and improves business
continuity
Exercise: A full-scale security exercise is a simulated act of unlawful interference that has the
objective of ensuring the adequacy of the contingency plan to cope with different types of
emergencies. A partial security exercise is a simulated act of unlawful interference that has the
objective of ensuring the adequacy of the responses to individual participating agencies and
components of the contingency plan, such as the communications system.
Follow-up corrective action: Action undertaken to ensure the corrective action is compliant and
effective in rectifying the deficiency(ies) identified by the quality control activity(ies).
Inspection: An examination of the implementation of the relevant Airport Security Program
requirements by the aircraft operator, airport, or other entity involved in security.
Protective Security: Protective security is the measures put in place to mitigate security risks
(terrorism and criminality) and meet security compliance requirements. It includes the planning,
design, implementation, and operation of those measures. For the purpose of an SeMS,
protective security relates to those measures that are designed for the purpose of security (e.g.,
CCTV and fencing), versus those measures that provide a security outcome but whose purpose is
not primarily security (e.g., speed bumps).
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Quality control activities:
Any one of the following activities:
• Audit
• Exercise
• Follow-up corrective actions
• Inspection
• Survey
• Test
Quality control system:
Policy, processes, and tools that are utilized to conduct quality control activities.
The system usually comprises:
• Authority to conduct quality control activities
• Risk-based schedule of activities
• Test protocol
• Findings database
• Inspector tool kit (e.g., checklists and prompts)
• Escalation mechanism (e.g., administration orders and enforcement action)
Survey: An evaluation of security needs, including the identification of vulnerabilities that could be
exploited to carry out an act of unlawful interference, and the recommended corrective actions.
Test: A covert or overt trial of an aviation security measure that simulates an attempt to commit
an unlawful event.
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More detail about the seven SeMS Elements

Each of the seven SeMS Elements was introduced in Section 1 of the Guidance, SeMS at a
Glance. Appendix A provides additional information about those SeMS Elements. This additional
information is supplementary and is provided to deepen your understanding of that particular
Element.
As identified in Section 1 What SeMS is not, there will be a range of documents that inform your
airport’s security and should be part of your SeMS. References to those documents is included
for each of the Elements in this Appendix. As this is guidance only, the references are not
exhaustive, as you may have documentation that is specific to your airport.

The references are
indicated by this
symbol:
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More detail about the seven SeMS Elements
Threat and Risk

A threat is an individual with the intent and capability to undertake an act of unlawful interference.
Unlike other types of risks (e.g., safety), the threat in the security context is one that is intelligent in
that individuals will actively:
• Avoid risk mitigation measures (e.g., bypass security measures such as screening)
• Seek out and exploit vulnerabilities (e.g., attack unprotected areas such as landside)
Risk is the manifestation of an act of unlawful interference measured by the likelihood of the
event occurring (taking into account vulnerabilities) combined with the consequences if the event
occurred.
SeMS is ultimately about reducing the security risks for
an airport. This can be achieved by a good understanding
of the threat and risk, which is achieved through credible
threat information informing a robust risk assessment
process and agreed position on risk appetite, followed by
management of the risk (in accordance with risk appetite).

Risk =

The Threat and Risk Element requires the following sets of
information and input to adequately and effectively assess
the potential threats and risks:

Occurrence Factor
x
Vulnerability Factor
x
Consequence Factor

• National threat information input
• Industry risk context information
• Local risk context information, which includes analysis of quality control findings
• Consultation with stakeholders (whole section on inputs for risk assessment)
• Understanding that it is not about compliance
• Organizational agreement on:
1. Threat scenarios
2. Definition of likelihood
3. Definition of consequences
4. Calibration of risk matrix
5. Consequences and the calibration across different consequences
The security risk assessment model may be one that is based on other risk assessment models
utilized by the airport. What must be captured in a security-specific risk assessment is the
contribution of vulnerabilities to the risk, noting these will be sought out and exploited by criminals
and terrorists. The risk assessment is therefore based on the following, widely referenced, risk
formula:
Risk = Likelihood factor x Vulnerability factor x Consequence factor.
Managing the risk is therefore a factor of managing the likelihood, vulnerabilities, and
consequences.
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The Likelihood Factor

The Likelihood Factor seeks to measure the probability or possibility of an attack (or use of
the airport to facilitate an attack) occurring. The measurement considers the threat (intent and
capability) and the attractiveness of the target. The threat will be determined at a national level and
adjusted to take account of the local environment that may cause a deviation from the national
threat.
Example
The threat is known to have the capability and willingness to use automatic weapons in an
attack. Automatic weapons are relatively easy to procure given the law in this airport’s state.
Therefore, relative to other regions with stricter regulations, the occurrence factor will increase
for an airport in this region.

The attractiveness

The attractiveness of a target is about the appeal of the target to the perpetrators, relative other
airports; effectively, how good the return on investment is for the terrorists. Consideration should be
given to:
• Ease of attack—this is taken into account by the Vulnerability Factor
• How well an attack on this airport (relative to others) meets the attackers’ objectives, examples
of which could include the following:
•

Opportunities that could cause mass casualties—the larger the number of casualties, the
greater the impact of the message being delivered.

•

Adverse economic impact—The airport makes a major economic contribution to the area,
and a disruption would have a negative economic impact.

•

Symbolism—depending on the symbolic objective of the attack, an airport’s location,
association with certain targets (e.g., the nationality of passengers) may make it more
attractive.

•

Public anxiety—public and community fear or stress is generated on a wider scale and
often promulgated by media coverage.

•

High media imagery—this is often closely linked with symbolism.
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Threat and Risk

The Vulnerability Factor

This factor is determined by how easily it would be to facilitate an attack.
Vulnerability is determined by an assessment of the infrastructure design, operations, and
security culture. Infrastructure design can make an attack easier to facilitate and/or increase the
attractiveness of a target.
Example
A drop-off point that is close to a potential target increases the ease of delivering a vehicleborne improvised explosive device.

Example
The Istanbul Airport attackers were dropped off at the airport by a taxi. They requested the
taxi stop in the third (furthest from terminal) traffic lane. They did this because they had
conducted reconnaissance and knew that Police were only approaching vehicles that were
dropping off in the first two lanes (the airport was operating at a high threat level and this
Police approach to vehicles was an additional security measure).
Through a live CCTV stream, a CCTV operator saw them being dropped off and became
suspicious of them for various reasons. The CCTV operator contacted security personnel who
followed and approached the attackers.
While the identification of suspicious activity and subsequent intervention did not prevent the
attack, it may have reduced the severity of the attack.

It is known that terrorists undertake reconnaissance prior to an attack in order to determine the
feasibility of their plans. It is during this time that the airport community may observe them doing
this (through identification of suspicious activity) and can intervene, in turn preventing the attack
entirely. A strong security culture will facilitate this intervention.
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The Consequence Factor

This factor is determined by the impact on the airport of
an attack.
The types of consequences will depend on the threat that
is being considered and what the airport considers to be
important to protect. The typical types of impacts that are
measured for the purpose of determining the consequence
factor are:

“Even the security people don’t
use the Risk nomenclature.
They use words like ‘repeated
problems’, ‘we just know’,
‘trends in deficiencies’, ‘that’s
what worries everyone’ not;
Vulnerability, Risk Assessment,
Threat.”

• Fatalities and casualties, typically measured by number
of people
• Business interruption, typically measured in monetary
terms, but may also be measured in qualitative terms,
2017, summary of themes from interviews
e.g., days closed and % of flight delays—this should be
with staff from large and small airports
considered in the context of Business Continuity
• Financial loss, obviously measured in monetary terms
and should include cost of recovery and opportunity
cost (during disruption)
• Reputation, sometimes measured in order of magnitude using qualitative measures such as Major
(adverse mainstream media reporting) or Minor (no media reporting)—sometimes it is quantified
in monetary terms using a dollar value for the qualitative measures and direct implications, e.g.,
share value loss
Using the above factors, with either qualitative or quantitative measures, the risk score is
determined. This may be presented as a number, descriptor (e.g., High) or, as is often used, a color
(Black, Red, Amber, or Green).
Those risks that exceed agreed risk appetite should be actively managed by reducing the likelihood,
vulnerability, consequence, or all three.
It is appropriate, in fact necessary, that robust risk assessment processes and policies are in
place. Consideration, however, should be given to how the outcomes of the risk assessment are
communicated, in particular the language used. Remember that integration of security management
into the business fabric is an objective of SeMS. It is therefore appropriate and likely to be more
effective if the risk story is communicated in language that is appropriate for the audience.
Consider how you might interpret the following outcome of the risk assessment to these
stakeholders:
• Chief Financial Officer
• Enterprise Risk Manager
• Business Continuity Manager
• HR Manager
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“…30% of the risk items on the airport security risk register exceed our risk tolerance level of 6. To
reduce those risks below risk level 6, the airport security team needs a budget increase of $1 million
this year…”
Translating that message into language that aligns to those individuals’ interests is likely to achieve
a much better outcome; for example, when speaking with the Chief Financial Officer (CFO), you
may think about their role and objectives and come prepared accordingly. It is likely they will want
a better understanding of where that $1 million is to be spent, why it has to be spent that way, and
what the return on investment will be. You therefore may explore and shape the discussion around
the following:
• Are infrastructure projects planned that could incorporate security-by-design principles and
design out security vulnerabilities in order to reduce the cost of overlaying protective security
(refer to Protective Security)?
• Could operational security within existing resources be used instead of investment in high capital
expenditure security systems (refer to Training and Application and Protective Security)?
• Could you demonstrate that a higher investment (capital expenditure) in one technology will
provide cost savings in the long term through reduced operating expenditure? This might include
security-related operating expenditure such as overtime wages and non-security related operating
expenditure such as the cost of power (refer to Continual Improvement).
• Consider working through the risk assessment process with the CFO so they understand why
the risk ratings are what they are. The CFO may identify some innovative solutions by better
understanding the likelihood, vulnerabilities, and consequences (refer to Continual Improvement,
Business Continuity, Threat and Risk, and Leadership and Empowerment).
While focused on metrics for the quality assurance of your SeMS, Appendix D will provide additional
guidance on this communication issue.
Other documentation or references that you might utilize when
establishing or maturing this Element are:
• Your airport’s Airport Security Program
• TSA’s Public Area Security National Framework
• TSA’s SSI Best Practice Guide for Non-DHS Employees and Contractors
• CAO Aviation Security – Airport Perimeter and Access Control Security Would Benefit from
Risk Assessment and Strategy Updates
• DHS’s If You See Something, Say Something campaign
• PARAS0004 – Recommended Security Guidelines for Airport Planning, Design, and
Construction
• DHA Public Area Security National Framework
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Compliance

Other documentation or references that you might utilize when
establishing or maturing this Element are:
• TSA Airport Security Program and 49 CFR 1542 Implementation
Guidance
• 49 CFR 1542
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Protective Security

Reducing security risks can be achieved by utilizing non-security designated resources and
security-designated resources.
Example
Using public realm design to create stand-off distance—a security outcome is achieved by
using non-security designated resources.
The focus of this Element is security-designated risk reduction measures, which include
environmental design, physical security measures, and operational security measures.
The protective security measures to be adopted by an airport could be determined by:
• Which measures are most appropriate for reducing the risks (determined by Threat and Risk)?
This might include the conduct of a cost benefit analysis.
• Compliance requirements—this is equipment that is prescribed by regulations.

Environmental Design

Security outcomes through environmental design are achieved by the following:
• Designing out features that increase the likelihood (attractiveness of target and vulnerabilities);
• Reducing the consequences of an attack
The appeal of environmental design is that it does not require further capital or operating
expenditure to maintain its security effectiveness, and can reduce the need for security measures.
The following example illustrates this concept:
Example
The establishment of a forecourt with landscaping that incorporates hostile vehicle mitigation
measures (e.g., bund), provides the stand-off distance that manages the risk through first
reducing the consequence of a vehicle-borne improvised explosive device (VBIED) and
secondly, reduced the attractiveness of the terminal as a VBIED-attack target. The standoff
distance is established; it does not require ongoing maintenance or operations to maintain
its risk-reduction ability. Furthermore, the forecourt can be incorporated into the public realm
design, further strengthening the business case of the security outcome.
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The use of environmental design to accommodate security measures can improve the effectiveness
of security measures, and in some cases reduce the amount and/or cost of those measures. The
following example illustrates this concept:
Example
The ceiling fixtures and architectural design of the terminal takes into account the need for
lighting and CCTV for security purposes. The fixtures avoid the need for retrofitting fixtures
and provides integrated Information and Communication Technology. The architectural design
reduces the number of lighting and camera fixtures as the CCTV can work more effectively
without coverage interference.

Crime Prevention through Environmental Design (CPTED)

CPTED is the use of design and space management principles in order to manipulate human
behavior. It is a crime-prevention strategy based on proper planning, design, and structure of cities,
neighborhoods, precincts, or individual sites to create the effective use of the built environment,
which can lead to a reduction in the fear and incidence of crime, as well as an improvement in
quality of life.
The design of a particular space has to ensure that the
intended activity can function properly, as well as directly
support the control of behavior, in order to reduce the
opportunity for crime.
Physical security is the traditional application of applying
security. It is using equipment, infrastructure, and
technology to manage the security risks. These include but
are not limited to:
• Barriers – these can range from dynamic and static, and
manual to electronically operated
• Video Surveillance
• Screening – cargo, items, goods, supplies, passengers,
staff, baggage
• Intrusion Detection Systems
• Access Control Systems

Figure A-1. Example of CPTED: a wall designed to
prevent graffiti
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Protective Security

The performance requirements for the individual
measures should take into account:
• The reason for the application of a security measure
• The environment in which it is to operate
• How the measures will interact with the operating
environment
• The necessary supporting infrastructure
• Whole-life costs including maintenance and
consumables
• Maintenance requirements
• Staff skill and training needs
• Interface with existing systems

Figure A-2. CCTV Camera

Other documentation or references that you might utilize when
establishing or maturing this Element are:
• Your airport’s Airport Security Program
• TSA Design Guidance such as the Planning Guidelines and
Design Standards for Checked Baggage Inspection Systems (PGDS)
• PARAS 0004 Recommended Security Guidelines for Airport Planning,
Design and Construction
• TSA’s Public Area Security National Framework
• TSA’s Security Guidelines for General Aviation Airport Operators and Users
• IATA’s Airport Development Reference Manual
• DHS’s Active Shooter Preparedness Program
• DHS’s National Terrorism Advisory System
• Airport Council International’s The ACI Guide to Airport Security:
Assessment of Human Factors in Checkpoint Security
• Airport Council International’s Landside Security Handbook (publication
expected in 2018)
• TSA’s Comprehensive Risk Assessment of Perimeter and Access Control Security
• TSA Air Cargo Screening Technology List (ACSTL)
• FAA AC150/5360-13A Airport Terminal Planning and Design
• RTCA Standards for Airport Security Access Control Systems
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Business Continuity, including Incident Management

Other documentation or references that you might utilize when
establishing or maturing this Element are:
• Your airport’s Business Continuity Program and Plans
• Your airport’s Airport Security Program
• Your airport’s Airport Emergency Program
• TSA’s Intermodal Security Training and Exercise Program, also known as I-STEP
• TSA’s Public Area Security National Framework
• DHS’s Active Shooter Preparedness Program
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Training and Application

People at all levels of the organization need to be equipped with sufficient and appropriate
knowledge, skills, and confidence in a range of situations so that they can contribute to maintaining
a secure and healthy workplace. An SeMS requires that a wide range of people, representing the
wider airport community, receive training and education on both the SeMS and the role they can
play, even informally, in contributing to enhanced security for the airport.
Training refers to activities undertaken to:
• Raise levels of the airport community’s security management knowledge and skills
• Provide the opportunity for the airport community members to develop confidence, ability, and
desire to apply the knowledge and skills they have learned in real-life situations
The effectiveness of security-related training should be regularly evaluated, focusing in particular
on whether the lessons learned are being applied effectively. Application of training refers to the
requirement that security knowledge and skills are actually acted upon, and put into practice, in
order for the training to be considered effective. In large part, realizing application depends on
training that has been designed and delivered to act as a key enabler of behavior change, within a
wider security-culture change program.

Capability
(confidence and
competence)

Motivation

Behavior

Opportunity

Figure A-3. COM-B Model of Behavior Change Michie et al, 2011, Implementation Science
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Training is driven by security needs, which may be broadly split into two categories:
Discretionary training, driven by the airport’s assessment of needs outside the scope of mandatory
training
Example
This might include the decision to train baristas in a vendor location on how to identify
appropriately suspicious behaviors. In this case, the decision to train would have been driven
by the airport’s own assessment that a key opportunity for quick and early threat detection
lies in the ability of those on the floor to spot and report those threats.
A training program, which may be the required airport security training program or integrated
into a culture-change program, should be established to ensure a planned, regular, effective,
and measurable approach is taken to build security competence and awareness. A responsible
person should be designated to take ownership of ensuring training-plan development and rollout,
while a business sponsor should take responsibility for championing the importance of training
participation. Information on the appropriateness and effectiveness of the operator’s SeMS may be
gathered through some of the following:
• Informal feedback
• Risk identification reports
• Root cause analysis of quality control findings
• Discussion of security management activities in regular and planned security meetings
• Systems such as CCTV footage
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Legal responsibilities
This should cover specific security obligations under the applicable legislation.
Moral and ethical drivers for security
This will be a reflection of company values and should recognize that different ethnic and
social backgrounds can yield different views on morals and ethics.
Security threat and risk identification, risk assessment, and control tools appropriate to their
role
These can range in complexity from simple observation methods (e.g., situational awareness
training) to detailed quantitative methods (e.g., formal tools for business threat and risk
assessment).
Job-specific security requirements (emphasis is on job-specific)
This training should make staff aware of the known security risks and tasks in their area or line
of work.
Behavioral programs
This entails training techniques that foster behavior change beyond knowledge-sharing and
awareness-building. In order to keep peoples’ interest and motivation to engage in training,
you may wish to update and adapt your training approaches on a regular basis.

Workplace observation and situational awareness skills
This focus should be on the individual’s own working environment and how they can change
their personal security behavior.
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Training can take many forms including formal classroom training, simulations, meetings, on the
job training, and other communication methods. In order to assess the training needs and to
successfully design, develop, and implement effective and targeted training to all staff, a specific
and effective process should be taken that consists of the steps listed below.

1

Training-needs analysis approach

2

 esign and development of materials, including training
D
strategy and plan

3

Delivery of training

4

Evaluation of training

5

Management of training

Other documentation or references that you might utilize when
establishing or maturing this Element are:
• Your airport’s Airport Security Training Program
• TSA’s Public Area Security National Framework
• DHS’s Active Shooter Preparedness Program
• DHS’s If You See Something, Say Something campaign
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Continual Improvement

Security threats are evolving rapidly. With that, security risks continually change. In response,
SeMS needs to constantly be one step ahead; what was effective yesterday may no longer be
effective today. Continual improvement is the process of continuously assessing, and then acting
to improve upon:
• Whether you are doing the things you have chosen to do, right
• Whether the things you have chosen to do were the right things to do in the first place
• Whether the assumptions you had in place to decide that those were the right things are in fact
right
• The root cause of failings
To be effective in enabling improved security outcomes, Continual Improvement processes
and activities need be carried out under an overarching mindset, or learning approach, that
encourages behaviors required for a learning environment. In order to have an effective change in
mindset, an open and fair culture is required.
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For example, people are encouraged to develop and apply their own skills and knowledge to
enhance organizational security. Staff members are updated on security issues by management,
and security reports are fed back to staff so that everyone can learn the pertinent security
lessons. Learning progresses from individual managers and staff to the organization, which in turn
feeds into an informed and fair culture.
The mechanisms that make Continual Improvement truly effective and a fully fledged element that
facilitates an increased security-aware culture could be explored in the following ways:

Constantly looking forward and proactively assessing situations—includes
risk reduction, considered decisions on risk and cost/benefit considerations.
Reviewing and asking difficult questions about what really needs to change—
how could we innovate and improve more on what we currently do?
Build upon an existing functional organization—recognize that security must
exist within a functional organization and overarch as an inherent factor
across all functions and levels. Security cannot be perceived as an element in
which organizations merely apply changes to functions and processes.
Integrated security enhancing mechanisms—proactive and constant
exploration of how security mechanisms can be integrated into airport
operations rather than being imposed as new processes or systems.
Risk identification should be based on a combination of threat and
vulnerability information.
Organizations should develop and maintain formal processes to identify the
causes of sub-standard SeMS performance, determine the implications of
sub-standard performance in operations, and seek out proactive ways to
eliminate or mitigate such causes.
Conduct a pre-mortem technique used in management as an alternative way
to assist decision making. The technique utilizes predictive hindsight in which
an event is imagined to have already occurred where the outcome was a
failure or there was an error. The process assists teams to identify risks at the
outset, by working backward to determine what potentially could lead to the
failure of the project or organization.
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What do we look at to assess this?

This Element requires an open and honest assessment of the circumstances and organizational
context. A few core assessment questions that assist in identifying the level of maturity of this
element include, but are not limited to, the following:
• What security-learning processes are in place?
• Are we taking proactive steps to learn from previous security successes and failures within
our own airport, across airports, and across industries? Is that learning based on root cause
analysis or traditional assumptions?
• Are we taking adequate steps to share knowledge and learning across organizations, where
tried and tested solutions may already have been developed and are effectively in place?
• At what point is security invited into the conversation with staff, teams, and leaders alike?
• Is it seen as a retrofit, or as a key, equal partner in operations?
• Are there opportunities for any staff member, or stakeholder, to contribute?
•

Discussion forums

•

Agenda lines

•

Security moments

•

Cross-disciplinary sharing

• Suggestion systems
In order for the aviation industry and airports to ask these questions effectively, a change in
mindset is more often required, which may challenge current and learned ways of thinking or
assessing information. A critical set of mindset changes may provide the right platform to have
these open and honest conversations, resulting in different solutions.
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Some examples of where and how mindset changes can be approached or adopted leading to
required changes in behavior are listed below:
• Directly ask staff where they think security improvements can be made for passengers,
themselves, and the business.
• Mistakes are viewed as learning opportunities, and people are encouraged to share, without
reprisal, their failures and unresolved challenges.
• Improvement discussions have periods of innovative and creative thinking.
• Discussions based on the reality and practicality of ideas are only entered into later, once
options have been explored with no judgment or criticism.
• Multiple disciplines, representatives, hierarchy levels, and stakeholder roles are included in
problem-solving and brainstorming discussions.
• Traditional boundaries about who is included in problem-solving are challenged, in which
staff and stakeholders are included who are not traditionally thought of as partners in security
questions.
• Feedback loops are included to more effectively assess not only how things have been done
but also what the impact or outcome was.
Example
You have been audited. Do you write a correction plan, and do you action it?
In deciding corrective actions, are they based on one person’s opinion or are they a result of
properly considered and investigated root cause activities?
Example
You have been audited and the audit produced findings. You are considered satisfactory
in all areas of the audit, and no non compliance issues are raised. Do you consider this to
be job done and an indicator of the definite presence of effective security in your airport?
Or do you set your own standards and ways of measuring, to determine what makes for
effective security in your airport? Do you look for ways to drive your security standards and
practice still higher, despite a satisfactory audit report? Do you look for ways to achieve that
result again, but in a way that better aligns to other business objectives (e.g., passenger
experience)?
Other documentation or references that you might utilize when
establishing or maturing this Element are:
• TSA’s Security Guidelines for General Aviation Airport Operators
and Users
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Leadership and Empowerment

Culture serves as a control mechanism that guides and shapes the attitudes and behavior of staff,
and as such defines the way that staff members approach security. A culture is both observed
and felt, and is held in place by both formal (e.g., security policies and procedures) and informal
mechanisms (e.g., lunchtime and corridor conversations and in the moment feedback).
In the security context, a positive security culture is heavily influenced by leadership from the top
and within the business, and the empowerment of the airport community to do the right thing.
The effectiveness of an SeMS, and therefore a positive security culture, is greatest when first the
leadership, and then all members of an organization, commit to and support security as a core
value. Unfortunately, there are many examples of organizations that have SeMS processes and
manuals, but their SeMS is sterilized from the start or slides into disuse due to a dysfunctional
security culture. A security culture reflects the atmosphere created by everyone in the airport
community that shapes the attitudes about security among the people involved in the operation.
The security culture is affected by factors such as:
• Management’s actions and priorities
• Policies and procedures
• Supervisory practices
• Security planning, objectives, and goals
• Actions in response to unsafe behaviors
• Staff training and motivation
• Staff involvement or buy-in
• Staff motivation and capability to do the right thing
• Mechanisms that facilitate staff to do the right thing
• Mechanisms that demonstrate that doing the right thing
makes a difference
• An organizational culture that is fair and reasonable

ve Security Culture
Positi
reventive Securi
ctive P
ty
Proa

Threat
and Risk
Leadership and
Empowerment

Compliance

Quality Assurance
and Governance
of the SeMS
Continual
Improvement

Protective
Security

Training and
Application

Business Continuity,
including incident
management

Figure A-4. Example Public Security Policy Statement
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Culture is a complex concept to understand; the following
illustration is an attempt to model what it means in the
context of SeMS:

Leadership
Fair and
resonable
culture
Security
culture

Safety
culture

The security culture enables
or hampers an organization’s
Security Management System,
and directly influences security
performance. A positive security
culture must be generated from
the top down. It starts with the
corporate Security Policy and
is built on the principles and
actions of management.
International Standard for Business Aircraft
Operations (IBAC) – 2012

Empowerment

Figure A-5. Leadership and Empowerment
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Leadership in this context is senior management
consistently demonstrating commitment to security.
Leadership and commitment can be determined by:
1

Behavior

• Does Leadership say one thing but act in a conflicting
manner?
• Does the Security Champion act in a manner that is
consistent with the SeMS establishment needs?
• Is there an SeMS Champion and do their Leadership
colleagues support them in their SeMS related efforts?
• Is security viewed as a value-add to the airport? Or is
security viewed as a compliance risk and cost center
only?
• Do they foster a climate in which there is a positive
attitude towards criticisms, comments, and feedback
from lower levels of the organization on security
matters? Or is there a sense that leadership’s view is
the only view that matters, and they use their influence
to force their views on subordinates?
• Do they encourage root cause analysis or is blame
placed on individuals or teams when there is a failing?
• Do they proactively support preventive security or is
there a view that it will never happen to us?

Culture can be dysfunctional if
the shared values of the staff are
not aligned with the values and
objectives of the organization. If
the workplace culture does not
encourage, support and value
security, no SeMS can succeed
in improving. As each new
security procedure or initiative is
introduced, the reigning culture
will determine new ways to avoid
complying and continue doing
things “the way we do things
round here”.
Queensland Mining Industry Health and
Security Conference Proceedings – 1999
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2

The priority given to security

• Is security a regular agenda item on meetings and does
it get addressed? Or is that agenda item dispensable
In order for the SeMS to work
when time is short?
it is essential to have a positive
• Is there a demonstrable understanding of security risk
security culture. Creation of an
at the leadership level?
informed, learning, reporting, and
• Is there a public security policy? Is it regularly
reviewed? Where does it fit in the policy hierarchy?
just culture is not a simple task
• Is security talked about as a valuable element of
but is an extremely important
business? How is it portrayed in public documentation
success factor.
such as the Annual Report?
International Business Aviation Council
• Is security an element of the airport’s vision and values?
(IBAC), 2012
• Is security a core element of the enterprise risk
management framework?
Empowerment is when the airport community has the
desire, motivation, and mechanisms to do the right thing
when it comes to security. Doing the right thing goes
beyond being compliant with security rules, but includes community members being proactive
in their security behavior. This is shown in community members being alert to security risks,
vulnerabilities, others’ behavior, suspicious activity, and mistakes, and then doing something
about it in order to have the issue resolved, even if they are not involved in the resolution. It is
effectively about knowing what to do when they just know something is not right no matter how
vague ‘something not right’ may be.
Being alert comes from having a sense of community, wanting to protect the airport and its
community, responding to gut feelings, and the knowledge of what to be alert to. The first
item comes from the general climate of the airport. The knowledge of what to be alert to is a
combination of listening to their own gut-feel and instinct as well as information learned through
education.
Taking action following the identification of something that is not right is a combination of the
individual’s own motivation and the mechanisms that facilitate action. The motivation again
comes from the climate whereas the mechanisms are systems and processes provided by
the airport that, importantly, are known about and readily available. Many airports have the
mechanisms but the community does not know they are available, so while someone might want
to take action, they do not know how.
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The general climate might be referred to as a fair and
reasonable organizational culture (when it is right for
the establishment and operation of an SeMS). It is
characterized by behavior in leadership and people that
encourages and supports alertness and action to be taken.
To achieve this, it is important that the staff know and
agree on what is acceptable and what is unacceptable
security behavior. While it is recognized that slips, lapses,
mistakes, and violations may occur, and the associated
circumstances need to be addressed, it is understood that
gross negligence or serious offenses are not, and cannot,
be tolerated. A culture that is representative of this is often
referred to as being firm and fair.

“Training gets you to awareness
level, culture piece takes it to
implementation level”
“Culture development doesn’t
have to equate to money”
2017, Interviewees, large and small airport
employees

Mechanisms are the systems that enable the person
to implement their action and include such things as
1-800 hotline numbers and online reporting systems.
For the mechanisms to be effective, they must be readily available. This could include use of easy
to remember and free-call telephone numbers; campaigns promoting the use of the systems;
cell phone apps to the reporting system; phone number documented on day-to-day items (e.g.,
lanyards), posters in staff rooms, and on telephone handsets, and listed as priority contact in
employer-issued cell phones; and regular SeMS updates/reminders.
It is important that the community see that the action they take is making a difference, and this
might even extend to rewarding action that is the right thing to do, such as reporting suspicious
activity. This could be achieved by conducting tests such as leaving unattended items, observing
the community’s action, and rewarding the individuals who identify and report. When considering
how to provide evidence that their action is making a difference and/or rewarding the right behavior,
thought needs to be given to:
• How information is validated or followed up if the reporting system is confidential
• Sensitivity of the action taken (e.g., legal action), in response to reporting
• Reward system discouraging false reporting or contrived action
Other documentation or references that you might utilize when
establishing or maturing this Element are:
• Your airport’s public policy statement
• Your airport’s Annual Report
• Your airport’s and others’ experiences with Safety Management Systems (SMS)
• DHS’s See Something, Say Something campaign
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SMS and SeMS – similarities and differences
System
characteristic

Safety Management
System (SMS)

Security Management
System (SeMS)

SMS and SeMS
Comparison

Involvement of
the entire airport
community

All about safety decision
making throughout the
organization

All about security decision
making throughout the
organization

Similar/Same

Responsibility for safety
includes those who do not
have safety-designated
responsibilities (e.g., baggage
handler).

Responsibility for security
includes those who do not
have security-designated
responsibilities (e.g., barista).

As the system is to be
integrated, it is not intended
that a separate division or
department be established
for SMS management
or operation. That said,
champions within existing
operational department aid
in SMS development and
implementation.

As the system is to be
integrated, it is not intended
that a separate division or
department be established
for SeMS management or
operation. That said, as
SeMS is being established,
the Guidance recommends
that an SeMS Champion in
the Executive staff and an
SeMS Facilitator is identified.

Resourcing

Similar/Same although SeMS
Guidance recommends
identification of an SeMS
Champion and SeMS
Facilitator during the SeMS
establishment period.

Integrated with
business

It is not separate or distinct
from operations.

It is not separate or distinct
from operations.

Similar/Same

The system is
regulated

ICAO requires states to ensure
the establishment of an SMS.

There is no regulatory
requirement to have an SeMS.

Different

ICAO does not require states
to ensure the establishment
of an SeMS, although the
benefits are increasingly being
discussed in ICAO forums.
Scope

SeMS can be adopted by
any aviation organization.
This Guidance is focused
on airports (of any size and
complexity of operations).

Different
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SMS and SeMS – similarities and differences
System
characteristic

Safety Management
System (SMS)

Security Management
System (SeMS)

SMS and SeMS
Comparison

Continuous
Improvement

Using reporting data,
continuous improvement
initiatives and methods are
developed and implemented.

Continuous improvement is a
specific Element of SeMS.

Similar/Same

Influence on
culture

An SMS includes
requirements that will
enhance the safety attitudes
of an organization by
changing the safety culture of
leadership, management, and
employees.

The intent of an SeMS is
to establish and maintain a
positive security culture. An
SeMS recognizes that good
security is made up of tools
and mindset. SeMS-related
efforts focus on both tools
and mindset.

Similar/Same in terms of the
intent of changing culture.

Creating a safety culture sits
within the SMS component
Safety Promotion, and senior
management’s commitment
sits within the SMS
component Safety Policy.
Safety culture is an outcome
of SMS.

An SeMS recognizes that
senior management’s
commitment is required
alongside an organizational
culture that is fair and
reasonable, and encourages
personnel to do the right
thing. An SeMS has
captured this within the
Element Leadership and
Empowerment.
Security culture is an
outcome from SeMS.

Different in that SeMS
differentiates between
tools and mindset when
developing and maintaining
SeMS elements.
Different in how the
contribution is recognized
in each concept—the
contribution of organizational
culture and senior
management is captured in:
Separate components for
SMS, namely ‘Promotion’
and ‘Policy,’ respectively
One element for SeMS,
namely Leadership and
Empowerment

Systems approach

Systems-focused like a quality
management system

Systems-focused like a quality
management system

Similar/Same

Components/
Elements

Composed of four functional
components:

Composed of Governance and
Quality Assurance of the SeMS
itself plus seven Elements:

Different, although the intent
of the SMS Components are
similar to the SeMS Elements
(e.g., the intent of Leadership
and Empowerment [SeMS]
is reflected in Safety Policy
[SMS].

• Policy
• Risk Management
• Assurance

• Threat and Risk
• Compliance
• Protective Security
• Business Continuity
• Training and Application
• Continual Improvement
• Leadership and
Empowerment

• Promotion

An SeMS’s Quality Assurance
is about quality assurance of
the SeMS itself, whereas the
Assurance component of SMS
is about assurance of safety
in the business (i.e., an SMS
outcome).
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Case study

The barista at a café in the check-in area notices a suitcase has been left unattended next to one of the check-in
desks. Using the Toll-Free Number for ‘See, Hear, Report’ he phones through the details. The 800# is operated
by the Airport Operations Center (AOC).
• Threat and Risk: There is a risk associated with an unattended bag.

• Protective Security: The ‘See, Hear, Report’ program, including the system and infrastructure to support its
operation, is in place.
• Training and application: The barista is aware of suspicious activity, knows what to do about it, and takes
action on that knowledge.

• Empowerment: Not only does the barista know what to do when he identifies suspicious activity, he feels
empowered and safe to do that action. Despite it taking time away from his job, he knows that he will not
be penalized for doing so. Furthermore, he knows that his call will be taken seriously and acted upon.

His call is answered and he is advised that a Security Guard will be deployed immediately. The decision to
deploy immediately is made because the AOC officer answering the phone knows the current threat level is
High and that the conduct of reconnaissance and testing of security measures (including response) is a method
adopted by terrorists.
•Threat and Risk: Despite not being security personnel, the AOC personnel know what the current threat level
is and take this into account in their decision making.
•Protective Security: The See, Hear, Report program, including the system and infrastructure to support its
operation, is in place. The communication between the AOC and security team are in place and operate
effectively.

•Training and application: The AOC personnel have the knowledge and skills to make an assessment of how to
respond.
•Empowerment: The barista knows that his phone call will be answered and his report will be taken seriously.
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Utilizing their Hidden Obvious Typical (HOT) principle training, the Security Guard determines the unattended
luggage as suspicious. She contacts the AOC to advise of her assessment.
• Threat and Risk: The current threat level is high and staff are aware of that. This is taken into account by
the Security Guard when she applies the HOT principles.
• Protective Security: Security Guards are a security measure.

• Business Continuity: The incident response procedures are developed and available to the personnel
involved in the incident.

• Training and application: The Security Guard has the skills and knowledge to assess a suspicious
item. Furthermore, she knows what to do with that assessment. The AOC will commence the incidentresponse process.
• Empowerment: The Security Guard and AOC respect each other’s role and assessments and will take
action accordingly.

The Emergency Response procedures are activated, which include:
• Security Guards deploying to the Muster Points to inspect the area for suspicious items. It is decided that one of
the Muster Points is not to be used as there is an unknown vehicle parked next to it. This is communicated to the
Evacuation Leaders through the Airport’s Business Continuity App loaded on all the Duty Manager phones.
• The check-in personnel and the duty managers from each of the retail outlets assist in setting up a cordon
around the suspicious item. The retail staff and other personnel facilitate the orderly evacuation of the people in
the terminal. They know which Muster Point is not to be used.
• Threat and Risk: The current threat level is high and staff are aware of that.

• Protective Security: Security guards are a security measure. The policy and procedures for emergency
response are pre-determined, clear, and communicated to those with a need to know.

• Business Continuity: The emergency response procedures are developed and available to the personnel
involved in the incident. The communication mechanisms across teams are in place and work effectively.
The emergency response procedures have been exercised.

• Training and application: All personnel are aware of their own role in the emergency response process and
they take action accordingly. The hierarchy of decision making is pre-determined and well known by all.
The training and application is not limited to security personnel.
• Continual improvement: The emergency response procedures are activated quickly, efficiently, and at a
relatively low level of stress because most of the personnel have been involved in an exercise program.
• Empowerment: All personnel involved feel empowered to take action in accordance with their training.
The hierarchy of decision making is pre-determined, well known, and respected by all.
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The Police respond and determine the item is safe. The Evacuation Leaders activate the Recovery Plan that they
have received through the Incident Response App.
• Threat and Risk: The current threat level is high and staff are aware of that.

• Protective Security: The Police are an integrated security resource. All relevant personnel have access to a
phone with the relevant App already loaded and tested.
• Business Continuity: The Police are an integrated resource in the emergency response arrangements. The
Recovery Plan is predetermined, well known and exercised. The App provides for a consistent message;
therefore, there is a coordinated response and reduced risk associated with erroneous and inconsistent
messages and rumors.
• Training and application: All personnel are aware of their own role in the Recovery process, and they take
action accordingly. The hierarchy of decision making is predetermined and well known by all. The training
and application is not limited to security personnel.

• Continual improvement: The Recovery Plan has been tested and exercised so people can take action with
confidence and efficiency
• Empowerment: All personnel involved feel empowered to take action in accordance with their training.

Using the Business Continuity App, the staff provides feedback. A review of the incident is conducted. Lessons
learned are identified and issued to parties for action.
• Threat and Risk: The current threat level is high and staff are aware of that.

• Protective Security: The Police are an integrated security resource. All relevant personnel have access to
a phone with the relevant App already loaded and tested.
• Business Continuity: The Police are an integrated resource in the emergency response arrangements.
The Recovery Plan is predetermined, well known, and exercised. The App provides for a consistent
message; therefore, there is a coordinated response and reduced risk associated with erroneous and
inconsistent messages and rumors.

• Training and application: All personnel are aware of their own role in the Recovery process, and they
take action accordingly. The hierarchy of decision making is predetermined and well known by all. The
training and application is not limited to security personnel.
• Continual improvement: The Recovery Plan has been tested and exercised so people can take action
with confidence and efficiency.

• Empowerment: All personnel involved feel empowered to take action in accordance with their training.
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A follow-up of the lessons learned is scheduled into the Internal Quality Control Annual Schedule.
• Threat and Risk: The current threat level is high and staff are aware of that.

• Compliance: Follow-up of the lessons learned from the incident are scheduled into the Internal Quality
Control Annual Schedule.
• Protective Security: The lessons learned take account of the security response mechanisms including
hardware (e.g., communications technology) effectiveness, efficiency, and appropriateness.
• Business Continuity: Business Continuity policies and procedures are reviewed in the context of the
incident. Changes are made and communicated accordingly.

• Training and application: Personnel’s knowledge and application of skills are reviewed. For identified
deficiencies, root cause analysis and action are taken accordingly.
• Continual improvement: Lessons learned are identified and actioned.

• Empowerment: All personnel involved in the lessons learned are open, honest, and candid in their
contribution.
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Quality assurance of your SeMS

As described above, Quality Assurance is the system that determines the ongoing effectiveness of
the SeMS. The quality assurance system will have policies, processes, and tools to be developed
and utilized by the SeMS Facilitator to assess the system’s performance against criteria to be agreed
upon by the organization. Consistent with the spirit of SeMS, it would be appropriate that quality
assurance is integrated into the Airport’s quality management system rather than as a standalone
system operated independently by the SeMS Facilitator or security team.
Figure D-1 illustrates the typical process for undertaking quality assurance. Behind each of those
steps will be policies, processes, and tools:

Determine/review
metrics and desired
performance levels

Plan and prepare
quality control
activities

Action the corrective
action plan

Develop corrective
action plan

Conduct quality
control activities

Conduct root
cause analysis
of gaps between
priority areas of
improvement

Compare the
outcome of the quality
control with desired
performance level
and prioritize areas
for improvement

Q
s
ua Figure D-1.
lity
tep
Assurance S
While the quality assurance policy, process, and tools (and corrective action) are integrated into the
business, what should be unique to the SeMS are the metrics used to measure its effectiveness.
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Quality assurance of your SeMS

Use of appropriate metrics allows Security to speak to airport management using business language
and is therefore a valuable tool in informing and influencing senior management, particularly when
the security message is framed in the context and language of organizational risk and return on
investment.
To be of value, however, the metrics must be credible, and therefore must be evaluated. ASIS
International provides a Security Metrics Evaluation Tool (SMET) that can be used to assess the
quality of chosen metrics. The SMET utilizes the following evaluation criteria:
• Reliability
• Validity
• Generalizability
• Cost
• Timeliness
• Manipulation
• Return on Investment
• Organizational relevance
• Communication
For communicating the metrics to senior management, consideration might be given to the following:
• Present metrics that are aligned to the airport’s organizational objectives.
• Present metrics to measure the specific issues in which management is most interested.
• Communicate the value of the resources that are threatened and the consequences if a security
event occurs (when the metric is prevention-focused).
• Communicate how there is movement towards a strategic goal.
• Present the data regularly at a frequency that is appropriate to its purpose.
When developing or improving the SeMS, it is important to give thought to how you may assure the
business that it is effective and efficient. As with any system, there are a number of key questions to
answer:
• Will it deliver the required results?
• How will it be maintained and kept up to date?
• How do we ensure that it will be followed?
• How do we ensure that it will be complete and fit for the purpose?
Having a clear understanding of the goals and objectives for the SeMS and the key customers, (e.g.,
the traveling public [in the context of safety] and the Airport Executives [in the context of retaining
asset value]) is vital if effective assessment criteria are to be established to determine the SeMS
success (or areas for improvement). Understanding this when designing your quality assurance
process will enable you to collect the right data at the right time, and in turn, improve efficiency,
reliability, and credibility of the quality assurance process and its associated metrics.
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Things to consider when prioritizing efforts to
further mature Elements’ tools and mindset

While it would be good to make all changes necessary to bring all Elements to the ideal maturity as
soon as possible, it is recognized that this is unlikely to be feasible due to resource limitations and the
time it will take to realize the changes. It is therefore appropriate to prioritize efforts to make change.
The following provides a list of considerations when prioritizing:
Threat information. Does the threat information tell us that we should focus on one Element more
than another?
Existing mindset. Is there a mindset within the airport community that will support particular change
efforts? Should those changes therefore be prioritized because they will be easier to achieve?
The relative return on investment. When comparing all the changes that are required, do some
investments (change per Element) realize a greater return? Investments might include:
• Staff, including quantity, levels, cost, and opportunity cost
• Funding
• Leadership input
How quickly can the change occur? It may be that having a number of quick wins generates buy-in
for the SeMS and builds momentum and support for those change efforts that might take longer.
We just need to get started. It is likely that a large amount of change, e.g., moving from Unaware
to Optimizing will take a lot of time to be realized. It may be more appropriate that some change is
commenced as soon as possible.
Ease of access to resources. The time at which the SMAT-related decisions occur relative to the
financial year and budget requests may be important. Obtaining funding out of the budget cycle can
be difficult. Can change reliant upon funding be postponed until a more effective time in the budget
cycle? Or can the change efforts be funded within existing budget resources?
Strategic funding. The ability to secure strategic funding (over a number of financial years) may be
helpful, so that short term and smaller budget changes can occur.
Other priorities. Are there other business priorities or initiatives that require the same resources? Are
there other business priorities or initiatives that would complement the SeMS change management
efforts? Are there other business priorities or initiatives that might conflict with SeMS change
management efforts?
What is the amount of other change that is going on in the business? Too much change can
undermine efforts as organizations experience change fatigue. It may be more effective to focus on
one large change program than multiple small efforts.
What is Leadership interested in? As we have seen from the Leadership and Empowerment
Element, leadership buy-in and demonstrable commitment to security is essential to SeMS success. It
may be that particular Elements interest (for various reasons) the Leadership. Engaging them through
that interest will assist with solidifying ongoing support for an SeMS.
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What actions can I take to improve the
maturity of the SeMS Elements?

The following provides guidance on the actions you may wish to take to move an Element’s tool or
mindset from one maturity level to another (e.g., moving Leadership and Empowerment Tool from
Aware to Optimizing). It also provides guidance on how an Element may influence or be influenced
by other Elements.
How to use this action guidance:
1

O
 nce you know each Element’s Tool and Mindset ‘as is’ and ‘to be’ maturity levels and priorities,
go first to the relevant Element’s section within this Appendix. Use the color code to navigate
(e.g., Leadership and Empowerment green).

2

Once

you are in that section, turn to that Element’s Tool or Mindset page (e.g., Tool).

3

G
 o to the row that describes the maturing action that you are seeking (e.g., Aware to
Optimizing).

4

R
 ead the list of action items the guidance recommends and choose those that you consider
appropriate and feasible for your airport.

5

Y
 ou should also refer to the Dependencies on other SeMS Elements guidance in each Element’s
section. This section will provide information on how that Element will be influenced by or
influence other Elements (e.g., it may not be appropriate that punitive action is taken for noncompliance where Empowerment and Leadership maturity is low. Refer also to Compliance.)
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Threat and Risk

Main Title
Mindset

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Ensure that prior to threat and risk assessments being put into action, there is a clear
communication campaign and training behind the why and how these assessments can
be used to enable better security outcomes.
• Identify specific questions, such as, “How might we better identify and report
Suspicious Activity?” to start conversations and workshops in the airport. Use these
conversations and workshops to raise awareness and gather information to inform the
design of full campaigns, which can later be rolled out to the airport.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Actively promote the wide participation of different airport community groups in threat
and risk assessment activities (e.g., data gathering).
• Use information gathered from the conversations you have held (see Unaware to
Tactical, above) to identify barriers and enablers that discourage and encourage
reporting.
• Design specific campaigns, (e.g., Reporting Suspicious Activity) that take account of the
barriers and enablers identified.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Ensure that wide participation of different airport community groups in the threat and
risk identification system becomes business as usual.
• Ensure that specific campaigns, such as Reporting Suspicious Activity, have other
actions associated with them in order to activate enablers to reporting (e.g., supervisor
role modeling) and to remove barriers to reporting (e.g., parallel stream that trains those
receiving suspicious activity reports to take reports seriously and to act professionally
and with encouragement when receiving reports).
• Celebrate and communicate the successes arising from the community’s awareness
and reporting. Consideration must be given to the sharing of sensitive information and/
or discouraging false reporting, particularly if the celebration system includes a reward
component.
• Ensure threat and risk are included as a natural part of Executive/Board level decisionmaking, integrated within business as usual decision-making.
• Ensure you consider the effect of behaviors on use of specific tools to identify threat
and risk. For example, if providing a dedicated security reporting line, you should
provide training for those receiving calls (including tone and manner when receiving
submissions); ensure data collected is analyzed, and any trends and actions cascaded
to appropriate risk and action registers; and ensure actions are closed out and any
successes publicized (in broad terms, exact details of changes made are not required).

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to Continual Improvement Section.
• Threat and risk briefings are a standing agenda item on Executive/Board meetings.
• Security and Finance together utilize the risk assessment to determine the budget
allocation for security risk reduction measures.
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Threat and Risk

Main Title
Tools

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Develop and implement a suspicious activity awareness raising campaign (refer to
Threat and Risk Mindset guidance material, for more description of how you may
want to go about this). Refer to Appendix G for a template to developing a simple
communications strategy.
• Establish regular contact with the local intelligence and police agencies.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Establish a (confidential) reporting system (e.g., suspicious activity) and other reporting.
• Obtain regular threat information/briefings from the intelligence and police agencies.
• Review and update the risk assessment matrix in accordance with the threat
information.
• Agree on the airport’s risk appetite policy in the context of the risk assessment matrix
(e.g., risk reduction measures will be identified for all risk events of score 6 and above).
• Implement the risk reduction measures identified by the risk matrix.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Commence briefings to the Executives on the current threat and risk assessment
outcomes.
• Ensure the threat and risk briefings are a standing agenda item on the Executive and
Board meetings.
• Celebrate and communicate the successes arising from the community’s awareness
and reporting. Consideration must be given to the sharing of sensitive information and/
or discouraging false reporting, particularly if the celebration system includes a reward
component.
• Establish and implement arrangements with the government agency community for
the airport to provide intelligence (in the form of raw data) to the relevant government
agencies (e.g., the information provided through the confidential reporting system).
• Undertake analysis of the information in the confidential reporting system to identify
trends in vulnerabilities and/or threats.
• Commence analysis of government agency threat information and local threat
information.
• Ensure the critical functions identified by the Business Impact Assessment (BIA)
conducted for the Business Continuity System (BCS) are incorporated into the security
risk assessment process.
• Develop and utilize a cost benefit analysis tool to support the risk appetite policy.
• Set up governance arrangements so that Security and Finance together utilize the risk
assessment to determine the budget allocation for security risk reduction measures.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to Continual Improvement and Business Continuity Elements.
• Ensure the threat and risk briefings are a standing agenda item on the Executive and
Board meetings.
• Set up governance arrangements so that Security and Finance together utilize the risk
assessment to determine the budget allocation for security risk reduction measures.
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Threat and Risk

Main Title

Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• While security focused, the SeMS campaign may be led by the Airport’s Communications Team with technical
support from the Security Team.
• Fair and reasonable or just-culture requirements for anonymous reporting (e.g., no blame attitude) should be
established and training required of those receiving calls.
• A risk-based approach to determining security measures will align to Continual Improvement, so efforts driven
by these respective Elements should be aligned.
• Refer to Business Continuity for the identification of critical assets and the security risks that may cause
disruption.
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Compliance

Main Title
Mindset

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• When implementing your quality control program, use the first iteration of it as a dry run
to act as an awareness raising, learning, and discussion exercise. Outputs in this dry
run are seen as learning experiences, and feedback from participants is used to further
improve the program prior to its full implementation.
• If you already have a quality control program in place, assess its effectiveness and the
degree of buy-in to the process (e.g., through feedback surveys, one-to-one interviews,
observation, and focus groups) to help identify what is and is not working with it
currently.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Use feedback to improve your compliance process, and to identify where you might
need to better communicate the why of compliance and the benefits it brings to the
airport and individuals working within it.
• Pay attention to how user friendly your compliance process is, and to what degree it is
used as an opportunity to learn how to improve rather than as a punitive exercise.
• Ensure inspectors know how to conduct proper root cause analysis investigations,
including considerations of human factor design and behavioral causes of noncompliance.
• Consider how to train your inspectors in people skills (e.g., active listening and giving
feedback), so that they can help champion the use of compliance and quality control
activities in a spirit of learning rather than pure checklist exercises.
• Actively acknowledge the activity and effort that goes into compliance activities, and
praise efforts from those who positively contribute to its implementation.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Conduct regular high level reviews of your compliance process (e.g., every 2 years), to
ensure their effectiveness and user-friendliness.
• Regularly consider whether advancements in technology might make the internal quality
control process more efficient and people friendly to carry out.
• Invite regulatory audit bodies to your airport to engage with your airport staff affected
by their audits, hear their experiences of the audit process, and answer questions
regarding the regulatory audit (the why and how the information is used).
• Consider engaging with regulatory audit bodies, to identify improvements and
enhancements that could make the external audit process more effective and user
friendly.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to Continual Improvement Section.
• Celebrate and communicate compliance improvements.
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Compliance

Main Title
Tools

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Design, develop, and implement an internal quality control program including a quality
control system comprising checklists and guidance for internal inspectors and an
information management system for findings results, communications, follow-up action,
and evidence collections.
• Ensure internal inspectors are appropriately skilled.
• Utilize the official regulatory audit findings to inform the internal quality control program.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Integrate the official regulatory audit findings with internal quality control findings.
• Analyze quality control findings in order to identify root causes of non-compliance.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Focus on using Continual Improvement to facilitate compliance.
• Cross reference findings from the confidential reporting system and compliance findings
to identify any relationships and/or indications of root causes of deficiencies.
• Put in arrangements so that Leadership allocates resources to rectify non-compliances
(as a demonstration of commitment to improvement rather than punitive action).
• As part of the Compliance findings analysis, identify compliance improvements so that
they can be communicated and celebrated.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to Continual Improvement.
• Communicate and celebrate compliance improvements.

Compliance
Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• Refer to Training and Application for training program development.
• It may not be appropriate that punitive action is taken for non-compliance where Leadership and
Empowerment maturity is low. Refer to Leadership and Empowerment.
• Subject to the findings from the root cause analysis, other Elements may be relevant (e.g., Leadership and
Empowerment, Training and Application, and Threat and Risk).
• An SeMS is fundamentally about risk management, but Compliance alone will not achieve this. It should
therefore become a component of Continual Improvement.
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Protective Security

Main Title
Mindset

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Ensure the reason for carrying out compliance requirements and risk assessments (see
Threat and Risk) is communicated to those involved in the process.
• As far as possible, communicate with those whose area of work is affected by factors
assessed in compliance checks/risk assessments. Use this as an opportunity to help
them understand how their actions contribute to risk management and mitigation, and
how that benefits the airport as a whole.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Have conversations, workshops, and agenda items with a wide range of airport
operations functions and stakeholders to discuss how attending to protective security is
everyone’s business.
• Engage widely with other operations, functions, and stakeholders within the airport (e.g.,
commercial, maintenance, tenants, and marketing) to understand their perspectives on
protective security. Use these perspectives to identify ways to meet their needs in an
integrated manner (e.g., ways to enhance security screening process that demonstrate
care for customer as well as a smooth check-in process).

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Gather and share examples of protective security contributing to good business, with
clear long-term benefits realizable for the bottom line, passenger/customer experience,
and airport community quality of work experience.
• Ensure line managers recognize and reward individual contributions, however small, to
enhanced compliance through instant verbal recognition and praise.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to the Continual Improvement Section.
• Incorporate considerations of security into value considerations for other business
objectives such as passenger experience, asset management, and organization
reputation.
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Protective Security

Main Title
Tools

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Use compliance requirements and risk assessments (see Threat and Risk) to determine
protective security needs.
• Establish an equipment/system maintenance regime.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Continue to use compliance requirements and risk assessments (see Threat and Risk) to
determine protective security needs.
• Continue to implement the equipment/system maintenance regime.
• Integrate the procurement regime into the Airport’s broader procurement program.
• Ensure that protective security arrangements take into account operational and physical
security, and that the relationship between them is considered holistically (e.g., a CCTV
system is not effective if there are no arrangements in place for personnel to respond to
what the CCTV sees).

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Consider other design and operational disciplines when seeking a security outcome
(e.g., public realm design is used to manage the hostile vehicle risk).
• Measure the whole of life cost of physical security measures when considering different
security solutions.
• Establish a proactive (versus reactive) maintenance program.
• Take into account other design and operational disciplines to facilitate efficient use
of security needs (e.g., lighting, architecture, and security work together to design
lighting and infrastructure to minimize the number of CCTV cameras needed without
compromising the security outcome).
• Assess the impact on passenger experience and ensure that other business
considerations are taken into account for security efficiency.
• Quantify in monetary terms the value of risk reduction measures in order to determine
the return on investment. Communicating the return on investment to project and
finance managers may assist with future support requests.
• Volunteer the airport to partake in live trials.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to the Continual Improvement Section.
• Incorporate the value of security into the value of other business objectives such as
passenger experience, asset management, and organization reputation.
• Consider how security outcomes can be achieved through design disciplines, and
operational and physical security.
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Protective Security

Main Title

Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• Some protective security requirements will be driven by regulatory requirements; therefore, refer also to
Compliance.
• Protective security requirements should be determined by their contribution to reducing security risks;
therefore, refer also to Threat and Risk.
• The effectiveness of physical security equipment/systems is often reliant on the operators; therefore, refer also
to Training and Application.
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Business Continuity

Main Title
Mindset

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Run a short incident scenario exercise with parties who are required to contribute
to, manage, use, or drive use of the Airport Emergency Plan. Use the outputs of this
scenario to discuss the importance of the Airport Emergency Plan in enabling the airport
to continue to work effectively.
• Clearly describe the processes required, at minimum, to develop and adhere to incident
response procedures.
• Ensure clear requirements are in place for contribution to, engagement with, and
awareness training of the Airport Emergency Plan and incident response procedures.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Put in place a regular schedule of simulations and scenarios (see Tools, below). Ensure
these are run in an atmosphere of learning, and highlight the role that practice has in
developing habits of behavior.
• Ensure feedback and learning exercises take into account the effects of stress and
unfamiliar situations on human behavior, and that this is fully considered and discussed.
• Use the simulations and scenarios to test the practices currently in place. Be prepared
to question whether current processes and systems are fit for their purposes.
• Consider using a regular series of short simulations and scenarios/walk-throughs rather
than few one-off big exercises. Behavior change requires practice, short and often (even
10 minutes at the end of a meeting once a month is more effective than only once a
year).

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• When debriefing exercises, focus on competencies and behaviors (e.g., information
gathering, situational awareness, adaptability, working under stress, and ambiguity)
rather than adherence only to linear procedure.
• Enhance training by including elements that coach staff on how to help others in times
of stress and pressure, as well as becoming aware of and managing their own internal
stress reactions (e.g., training on power and authority dynamics and how these affect
communication during times of stress/acute danger).
• Focus on differentiating between what individuals can control and what they cannot
during incidents. Emphasize this in training and practice. Ensure that factors that were
unique and uncontrollable in a situation do not overshadow discussion on those factors
that can be controlled.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to Continual Improvement.
• Obtain and maintain ISO 22301 Certification.
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Business Continuity

Main Title
Tools

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Ensure the Airport Emergency Plan is compliant, and all involved parties are familiar with
their roles and responsibilities and are resourced appropriately.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Develop and implement an incident response exercise program.
• Action the exercise lessons learned.
• Incorporate the exercise lessons learned.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Design, develop, and implement a Business Continuity System (BCS). Ideally security
is part of the BCS for the entire airport. In the absence of an airport BCS, one can be
developed for Security.
• Findings from the BCS development, e.g., from the Business Impact Assessment (BIA),
are captured and incorporated as part of Continuous Improvement.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Obtain and maintain ISO 22301 Certification.

Business Continuity
Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• Actioning the lessons learned will be linked with Continual Improvement.
• The security risk assessment will influence the prioritization of business continuity development and
maintenance; therefore, refer also to Threat and Risk.
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Training and Application

Main Title
Mindset

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Ensure that any Training Needs Analysis activities are accompanied by clear messaging
of why the needs analysis is taking place and how it informs the design of relevant
training for the target audience.
• Ensure those conducting the Training Needs Analysis are trained and competent to do
so, and are using best practice tools and techniques relevant to the particular type of
training being considered (e.g., opinion surveys, skills surveys, observation, shadowing,
incident analysis, performance data review, interviews, assessment, and focus groups).

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Ensure that Training Needs Analysis considers behavioral requirements to apply
knowledge and skills in practice (competency based rather than knowledge based),
and the wider factors that may encourage or hinder demonstration of required behavior
(e.g., supervisor role modeling, work design, and cognitive load of work).
• Ensure that the Training Plan, where appropriate, includes behavioral training and
practice for application, ideally in simulations.
• Ensure that any skills, knowledge, and behaviors that are trained for are considered in
staff performance assessments and included in their role profiles.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• In the Training Plan, identify areas where training content across operational functions
and other stakeholders can be integrated to avoid unnecessary silos, overlaps, or
repetitions across groups.
• In the Training Plan, identify opportunities for different operational functions and
stakeholders to learn together, in order to further build networks and relationships
across the airport.
• In Training Design, ensure tools and techniques to encourage behavioral change
are used. Effective security training focuses on providing experiences to: connect
with others in the airport community; develop applied competence in areas such as
situational awareness and effective response under stress conditions; and connect with
how to enact the airport’s vision and values through security behavior.
• Build Training Evaluation into the Training Plan, including baseline measures taken prior
to training delivery, against which later measures can be compared for improvement.
These measures can range from very simple (e.g., reactions to training through surveys)
to sophisticated (e.g., business results such as decrease in number of incidents since
training occurred).
• Ensure Evaluation occurs immediately after training completion, as well as longer term
(e.g., 12 to 18 months). This is to assess whether the behavior is becoming embedded
in the system.
• Ensure senior management sponsors and promotes training across the entire
Organization.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to Continual Improvement Section.
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Training and Application

Main Title
Tools

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Carry out a Training Needs Analysis.
• Create a Training Strategy and Plan.
• Execute the Training Plan.
• Track training against the plan and intended strategic outcomes annually.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Enhance the Airport Training Plan to include all airport community members (not only
those individuals with security designated functions).
• Design, develop, and deploy training in accordance with the enhanced training program.
• Ensure that training includes identification and resolution of suspicious activity.
• Conduct formal covert tests on staff with security responsibilities.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Establish and implement a training quality control program. The quality control should
be about testing individuals’ understanding and effectiveness of application.
• Test not only that people know what to do when they identify suspicious activity, but
they are empowered to do so.
• Test that the skills through the entire suspicious activity identification and resolution are
effective, and people are empowered to apply them.
• Integrate the Airport Security Training Program with other training plans within the
airport (e.g., performance management and customer relations).
• Develop a system that quantifies the value of the training in order to measure the return
on investment.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Ensure that results from Application testing are fed into the Continual Improvement efforts.
• Share the return on investment with HR and Finance in order to demonstrate value, and
therefore secure further support in the future.

Training and Application
Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• Consider how this relates to your Leadership and Empowerment maturity; for example, it may not be
appropriate to apply punitive action in response to test failures where Leadership and Empowerment and
Training and Application are not mature.
• Consider how this relates to Continual Improvement maturity.
• Consider how this relates to your Compliance maturity.
• The training quality control program may be linked with the internal quality control program, but must measure
effectiveness of training and not just compliance (i.e., training has been conducted x times per year).
• Testing of community members’ knowledge of security requirements may be linked with the Communications
Strategy if it is implemented (refer to Threat and Risk).
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Continual Improvement

Main Title
Mindset

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Use the outputs of assessments (e.g., the SMAT in this Guidance or industry standards)
to hold discussions that highlight the need for regular review of whether processes and
practices are working.
• When incidents occur, ensure that they are used as an opportunity to examine whether
current improvement practices are adequate.
• Use assessments, audits, interviews, and collation of historic data to identify any trends
in failure or low performance that do not seem to be addressed. Have conversations
with relevant stakeholders regarding the potential impact of this continued trend.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Evaluate the use and performance of specific campaigns (e.g., Reporting Suspicious
Activity Awareness Raising). Use the outputs of these evaluations to prompt discussion
on ways to improve.
• Seek to include the wider airport community in any evaluations and discussions for
improvement.
• Pay particular attention to the contributions of all stakeholders within the wider
community in terms of threat and risk data and suggestions for improvement.
• Ask specific questions on the enablers and barriers that might encourage or
discourage reporting.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Ensure, to the degree that it is appropriate, feedback is regularly made available to the
wider airport community in terms of threat and risk activities. Data and trends can be
anonymized, for example, or reported in more general terms.
• Ensure those involved in lessons learned discussions and reviews are familiar with
tools and techniques to examine unconscious assumptions when evaluating systems,
incidents, and performance.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to Leadership and Empowerment.
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Continual Improvement

Main Title
Tools

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Develop, design, resource, and implement an internal quality control program that
focuses on compliance and effectiveness.
• Review formal regulatory audit and compliance outcomes.
• Develop, resource, and implement a corrective action plan. The corrective action plan
should include a cost benefit analysis and prioritization of corrective actions. This will
present security as a business benefit and the use of business language will assist with
discussions associated with resources.
• Refer to Training and Application for the skill development necessary for application of
quality control.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Update the internal quality control program based on quality control activities
conducted to date.
• Maintain focus of internal quality control on compliance and effectiveness.
• Refer to Training and Application for the skill development necessary for application of
quality control.
• Invite non-security and management personnel (e.g., retail staff) to observe exercises.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Establish mechanisms that encourage operational staff to identify better ways of
working (e.g., pre-mortem exercise). ‘Better’ could focus on security outcomes and
other business objectives (e.g., passenger experience, efficiency, and cost savings).
• Increase the frequency of exercises. Exercises need not be full-scale field exercises,
but rather, discussion and desktop exercises.
• Include non-security and management personnel (e.g., retail personnel) as active
players in the exercises.
• Utilize external exercise facilitators in order to draw on the benefits of independent
views and others’ experience.
• Include threat and risk as a standing item for Executive/Board level decision-making
meetings.

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Reward efforts that focus on better ways of working. ‘Better’ could focus on security
outcomes and other business objectives (e.g., passenger experience, efficiency, and
cost savings).
• Facilitate the involvement, as players, of non-security and management personnel in
Exercises.
• Observe other airports’ Exercises.
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Continual Improvement

Main Title

Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• Exercises are a key element of a robust Business Continuity System and subject to the airport’s program and
the quality control program; therefore, refer to Business Continuity and Compliance.
• Proactive engagement, including reporting, requires Leadership and Empowerment. Refer to Leadership and
Empowerment.
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Leadership and Empowerment

Main Title
Mindset

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Ensure senior leadership comment and review of security messaging.
• Use interactive discussions, first-hand accounts, guest speakers, and case studies of
security failures to increase the knowledge of the Executives and C-suite.
• Ensure any expert briefings to senior leadership include opportunity for Q&A, and open
a non-judgmental discussion of the barriers senior leadership perceives in implementing
enhanced security in the airport.
• Make visible within senior leadership circles the business impact of security incidents
(e.g., reputation, commercial performance, and staff retention).
• Share examples of leading practice from airports of similar size and complexity.
• Identify a champion within Executives and C-Suite who can take the lead on the tone
and content of security items discussed on meeting agendas.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Ensure that security initiatives are spearheaded by leadership and are supported (e.g.,
opening of events by Executives and communications issued by Executives).
• Identify any benefits of enhanced security activities against overall strategic business
objectives in a series of facilitated leadership discussions.
• Identify alignment between organization values and security objectives in facilitated
leadership sessions.
• Identify any barriers or myths that may inhibit good security practice in your organization
(e.g., the myth that security is sufficient if there is a physical barrier in place or the myth
that security is the role only of those with formal security designation).
• Identify key influencers in your stakeholder groups who may not yet be championing
the security message. This includes those who may currently be influential and resistant
to the changes required. Engage with these influencers directly to understand their
questions and concerns, and identify where you might work together to better realize
the benefits of effective security management.
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Leadership and Empowerment

Main Title

Mindset cont.
AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Identify an approach for engaging any stakeholder groups that you may not yet have
engaged with—who are the voices less heard who play a part in your security ecosystem?
Examples might be concessionaires, airlines, airport associated suppliers/activities, (e.g.,
taxi drivers and food delivery), extended security services network, (e.g., local police, local
emergency response, local action groups, and local government), frequent flyers, and
people dropping off and collecting passengers.
• Identify and put into practice mechanisms to engage with the groups identified above.
For example, use observation, interviews, and day-in-life techniques to understand where
these stakeholder groups are most likely to encounter information or be able to influence
security, and use those touch points constructively. For example, ‘look and notice’ signs
at drop off and pick up points, speaking engagements at stakeholder premises, and
invitations to carry out joint training and simulation sessions could be helpful.
• Intentionally make use of opportunities for leadership to demonstrate links between
good business, good ethics, relevant organizational values, and security behaviors. For
example, this could be practiced in town hall meetings, roadshows, office walk-throughs,
awareness days, and security awareness challenges.
• Use participatory methods with extended stakeholder groups to establish ‘what good
looks like’ from a security perspective (e.g., interactive displays or drop-in sessions).

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to the Continual Improvement Section.
• Ensure that new leadership, whether through internal transition or a new hire, is
inducted into the airport’s ethos of security, and links to values, business objectives,
and expectations in terms of role-modeling security leadership and just culture.
• Hold leadership self-reviews, where open and honest discussion is had between
leadership to self-assess and provide feedback to each other in terms of how well they
feel they are exhibiting security leadership and just culture.
• Engage outside, neutral, and independent ‘eye’ to provide observation and insight
regarding leadership visibility and role modeling.
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Main Title
Tools

UNAWARE to
TACTICAL

• Increase the security knowledge of Executives and C-suite.
• Invite the local Police and intelligence agencies to brief the Executive and C-suite
management on the local threat and risk context.
• Establish a multi-agency Airport Security Committee.
• Develop a public statement on the Airport’s security policy for communication in the
airport community (communication is to be led by leadership).
• Ensure that Security is a standing agenda item on all Board/Executive/Cross-division
meetings regardless of the meeting’s objective.

TACTICAL to
AWARE

• Conduct a just culture review through surveys, interviews, focus groups, and observation.
• Review current performance management practices, including management of error
both formally and informally, with specific focus on whether investigation and remedial
activities are both fair and allocate appropriate accountability.
• Provide training to staff on just culture ethos and its relationship to security and security
management.
• Publicize security learnings or incidents through security moments in meetings, security
stand-downs, security news shots, case studies, and story sharing. Ensure Executive and
C-Suite senior leadership role model these actions.
• Identify any benefits of enhanced security activities against overall strategic business
objectives in a series of facilitated leadership discussions.
• Establish links between security activities and potential business benefits for other airport
stakeholders through discussion with those stakeholders.

AWARE to
OPTIMIZING

• Work with Executive support staff and the Communications team to ensure that
Executives’ communications include references to the benefits of the security mindset
to the business. Consider using communication opportunities that are not of a securityspecific agenda.
• Identify and act upon opportunities for broader aviation industry relationship
development and engagement (e.g., other airports and aviation security forums).

MAINTAINING
OPTIMIZING

• Refer to the Continual Improvement Section.
• Ensure that new leadership, whether through internal transition or a new hire, is
inducted into the airport’s ethos of security and links to values, business objectives, and
expectations in terms of role-modeling security leadership and just culture.
• Hold leadership self-reviews, where open and honest discussion is had between
leadership to self-assess and provide feedback to each other in terms of how well they
feel they are exhibiting security leadership and just culture.
• Engage outside, neutral, and independent ‘eye’ to provide observation and insight
regarding leadership visibility and role modeling.
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Leadership and Empowerment

Main Title

Dependencies on other SeMS Elements
• It may not be appropriate that punitive action is taken for non-compliance where Leadership and
Empowerment maturity is low. Refer to Compliance.
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The following is a template to guide you on developing a communications campaign strategy.
Strategy Objective: What you are seeking to achieve through this communication campaign
Example
Example: To increase the airport community’s awareness of suspicious activity and advise them
on what to do if they identify suspicious activity.
Strategy Governance: Identify who is responsible for the strategy’s development and implementation
and how that will occur.
Example
The Communications Team Lead is responsible for developing and maintaining the Suspicious
Activity Communications Campaign Strategy in consultation with the Airport Security Manager.
The Airport Security Committee will review and approve the Strategy on an annual basis.
The review will include a review of the measurement outcomes (see below). Resourcing of
implementation is described below.
Audience: Identify who it is that you are communicating with.
Example
• Terminal tenants
• Airside tenants
• Landside tenants
• On-site government agencies including police
• Security personnel
• All airline ground staff and their agents’ staff
• All airport executives
• Airport operator employees – management and team leaders
• Airport operator employees – operational level
• Public transport drivers
• Taxi drivers
• Terminal cleaners
• Hotel staff
• Carpark attendants
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Template for a Communications Campaign Strategy

Measurement: Describe how you will measure success.
Example
One month after the communication launch and every 6 months thereafter, we will conduct a sample
survey by way of a 5-minute face-to-face questionnaire with 100 staff who work at the airport.
Individuals will be randomly selected but will be a representation of the above audience. The survey
will be developed to measure peoples’ knowledge of suspicious activity, knowledge of what to
do about it, and if they have changed their behavior in response to the training. The survey will be
developed and delivered by the Communications Team in consultation with the Security Team.

Key Message: Use something that is simple and memorable.
Example
See Something Say Something. You are a key contributor to our Airport’s security. Be alert to
suspicious activity. Suspicious activity is anything that causes you concern because it looks out of
the ordinary. When you identify suspicious activity, immediately call free: 121212.

Channels and Timelines: What methods of communication will you use and when will they be
utilized?
Example
• Posters in staff facilities rotated on a 2-month basis
• Suspicious Activity article in the airport’s monthly newsletter
• Lanyards to be issued with airport badges ‘See Something Say Something Ph: 121212’
• PA announcement in the terminal 2 times per hour, “You are a key contributor to our
airport’s security. If you see something suspicious, please report it immediately. You can call
free 121212 or approach anyone of our staff.”
• FIDS displays
• Staff SMS alert one time per month, “You are critical to our airport’s security. See Something
Say Something Ph: 121212.”
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Template for a Communications Campaign Strategy

Resourcing: Identify the resources required to implement the Strategy.
Example
• Library of five posters with 200 copies of each = $500, one-time cost
• Lanyards = Badge office to budget for 1000 lanyards per year at a cost of
50c/lanyard
• Monthly rotation of posters = One day every 2 months for one Communication
Team member
• SMS alert = No cost once arranged with the Airport Operations Center
• FIDS display = No cost once arranged with the Airport Operations Center
• Terminal PA = No cost once arranged with the Airport Operations Center
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SeMS Readiness Results

SeMS Readiness Assessment period: 		
SeMS Readiness Assessment facilitated by (name and title):
Circle the quadrant that is your SeMS Readiness result.
Option 1: SeMS as a process

Option 2: SeMS as a system
(A2) Exploring

Descriptors of this readiness level:

Descriptors of this readiness level:

• An SeMS is of some interest to the airport.
Interest may not yet have turned into
action.
• There may be indecision regarding how
exactly to drive an SeMS.
• There is an expectation for a clearly
defined and described set of standards
and documents, which explain the exact
processes and content to be used to
implement an SeMS.

• An SeMS might be assumed to be
inherently embedded throughout their
system already.
• There may be pockets of security
improvement activity in different parts of
the airport that may not yet be joined up.
• There may be ongoing conversations
about how to intentionally focus on
improving security in the airport, without
necessarily having set up a specific
project or clearly defined set of activities.

(B1) Doing

(B2) Evolving

Descriptors of this readiness level:

Descriptors of this readiness level:

• Likely already are implementing SeMS
standards, processes, templates, and
policies, and adapting an established
system such as Safety Management
Systems.
• May have an established team that is
tasked with implementing an SeMS.
• This team could be in the process of
putting together, or actively seeking to
find, a clearly defined set of documents
that explain the exact processes and
content to be used to implement an
SeMS.

• Likely already are defining, together with
the broader airport community what
an SeMS looks like as an overarching
system.
• May have taskforces or working groups,
or clearly identified individuals or teams,
working to co-define an approach to
security improvement across the airport.
• There may be a number of security
initiatives in place to learn and evolve
from, in order to connect different parts
of the airport system for enhanced
security outcomes.

Option A: low urgency

(A1) Watching

Option B: high urgency
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SMAT Results Worksheet
SeMS Readiness Assessment period: 		
SeMS Readiness Assessment facilitated by (name and title):
For guidance on completing this worksheet, refer to Section 1.4.
Element

Threat and
Risk
Compliance

Current
Maturity
(From
SMAT
results)

Ideal
Maturity

Change
Required?
Y/N

Priority

Step

Step

Step

1

2

3

Who should be
involved in the
Implementation/Action
Plan development?
Step 4

Tools
Mindset
Tools
Mindset

Protective
Security
Business
Continuity
Training and
Application
Continual
Improvement
Just
Culture and
Leadership
SeMS Quality
Assurance
and
Governance

Tools
Mindset
Tools
Mindset
Tools
Mindset
Tools
Mindset
Tools
Mindset
N/A
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SeMS Implementation/Action Plan

SeMS Readiness Assessment Date (refer SeMS Readiness Worksheet):
SMAT Assessment Results Date (refer date of record from SeMS Assessments Results
Worksheet):
SeMS Facilitator (name and title):
SeMS Champion (name and title):
For guidance on completing this worksheet, refer to pgs. 75-76.
Element

Tool or Mindset

Current Maturity

Ideal Maturity

Action items

By when?

By whom?

R/A/C/I?*

*Identify who is:
(R) Responsible—assigned to do the work
(A) Accountable—has final decision and ultimate ownership
(C) to be Consulted before any action or decision is taken
(I) to be kept Informed of what has been decided
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SeMS Implementation/Action Plan

Element

Tool or Mindset

Current Maturity

Ideal Maturity

Action items

By when?

Element

Tool or Mindset

Current Maturity

Ideal Maturity

Action items

By when?

By whom?

By whom?

R/A/C/I?*

R/A/C/I?*

*Identify who is:
(R) Responsible—assigned to do the work
(A) Accountable—has final decision and ultimate ownership
(C) to be Consulted before any action or decision is taken
(I) to be kept Informed of what has been decided
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Case study – Implementing SeMS across
differing levels of readiness and maturity

The following fictional case study explores what you might encounter when diverse groups of
people within the airport community are at different SeMS readiness and maturity levels. Ways to
respond are then suggested.
Although this case study centers on a large airport as an example, the principles and dynamics
are just as applicable to smaller airports. Any airport community will be made up of different
groups of people who might not be aligned in terms of SeMS readiness and maturity levels.

The situation

You are an SeMS Facilitator at a large international airport. Your airport has many different
stakeholders who carry out activities within the wider airport footprint. Not all of these
stakeholders are employed directly by your airport. For example, the airport has many
tenants (retail and food) an airport hotel, and many contract staff in operations who carry out
infrastructure works and improvements. A large airline also operates from a hub within the airport.
You decide to carry out SMAT exercises with different groups across the airport stakeholders.
You notice, as you carry out the assessments, that there seem to be clear pockets of perception
for how mature the SeMS is on different Elements, depending on the stakeholder group you
are working with. You also have some one-to-one conversations and interviews with people in
different stakeholder groups to start to understand what SeMS means to them and how they see
it working at the airport.
With your SeMS maturity appearing inconsistent across groups, you decide that you want to
start some communications and training campaigns, as well as some cross-stakeholder security
working groups. This will help everyone understand what SeMS is and how they can play a part
in improving security at the airport. As you start putting these activities in place, you find yourself
having some interesting conversations and interactions.
The airport hotel
You ask to conduct training with hotel staff in order to enhance their security situational
awareness. Also, you want to put up some posters in staff canteen areas containing the new
anonymous reporting line. The General Manager of the hotel says she is happy for you to do this
and puts you in touch with the Hotel Training Manager. As the training gets underway, you find
understanding is quite low. You also find that those who are attending the training are dubious
of what is being suggested to them. They say, for example, that the aim of the hotel is customer
satisfaction, and that the hotel motto is to ‘never say no’ to a guest. It seems unlikely that they
will report suspicious behavior, even if they see something a little odd and they know the number
to report it. If they have just one incident where they unnecessarily embarrass a guest, they feel
it will look bad for their hotel. You realize that the training and reporting line is unlikely to result in
any real behavior change in the staff who work for the hotel.
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Case study – Implementing SeMS across
differing levels of readiness and maturity

The airline
The airline is not happy for you to put up posters with your new anonymous reporting line number.
The airline wants to know what is wrong with their staff using the airline’s own reporting number
that they have had in place for several years now and has been working really well for them. They
are happy with the idea of the security situational awareness training, though, as it augments
what they already have in place. Staff members are very busy, and already receive routine security
training, so they want to know if they can have a shorter version of training than the version you
are providing to the wider airport. The airline has its own version of SeMS in place, but it is quite
different to your approach. You would like them to take on your version, but they really are not
happy with this idea.
Your own procurement and finance people
You have had a difficult time getting the kind of security training that you want approved through
procurement. You want a trainer who provides security situational awareness training, which
is different from simply sharing procedures on how to report an incident. You need a training
provider who understands the drivers of situational awareness and the psychological reasons why
people may not report suspicious behavior even when they know the right number to call. It is
not easy to find the training provider that you want, but you eventually find a supplier that meets
your standards. The people who sign the contracts are not happy with the supplier, saying it is too
expensive, and that the training you are requesting is not appropriate for security. It takes various
conversations for you to get approval, and you are not confident that the funding will be approved
in the next financial year.

What is going on here?

Airports are made up of many stakeholders, some of whom may not work directly for the airport
or who belong to separate groups within the airport community. This can mean that they see
themselves (naturally and possibly unconsciously) first and foremost as belonging to their primary
employer, or to the group that they work within day to day. They may not naturally consider
themselves to be part of the broader airport community and may not be thinking with this big
picture mindset.
In this particular case, the airline hub has a very clear identity, as does the airport hotel. In fact,
these identities, and their resulting mindsets and tools relating to security, are very strong and
actually constitute their own micro-cultures within the wider airport community. The airline has
its own mature security processes and procedures and ways of thinking about security that
might not be an exact match to your approach. The hotel has a very specific set of values and
expectations for what customer service looks like, and it differs with how your airport views
customer service. The procurement and finance people work with each other day in and day out
and may spend a lot of time thinking about things other than security. They might be very used
to thinking in terms of tangible costs and benefits, and might not be used to being asked to think
differently.
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Case study – Implementing SeMS across
differing levels of readiness and maturity

The airline might also be at the ‘Doing’ SeMS readiness level already, with some of its systems
being more mature than your own. The hotel, in contrast, might be at a ‘Watching’ SeMS
readiness level. At the same time, you might consider yourself and the wider airport to be at
‘Exploring’ readiness. Even within your own airport, you might find that certain groups of people
or departments, in this case people related to your procurement and finance process, might not
be as mature on some Elements as others.

What might the implications of this be?
In SeMS, as described in this Guidance, the focus is on having the whole airport community
acting together, consistently across stakeholder groups, to bring SeMS to life. Having a microculture makes it challenging to create this consistency across stakeholder groups. This in turn
might lead to vulnerabilities within your security system. For example, if hotel staff members are
unlikely to report suspicious behavior, an active shooter could possibly use a hotel room as an
active shooter position. Delays in sharing of information between the airline’s reporting line and
the airport’s reporting line might mean valuable response time is lost when a security incident
occurs. Training that does not lead to improvement in situational awareness may mean that
airport staff learn how to report a security incident, but that unconscious ways of thinking and
behaving mean that they do not actually use the reporting line when they observe a suspicious
character waiting in a coffee shop.
There might also be opportunities here, though. Perhaps the airline has some lessons to share
with you, which you can incorporate into your approach. Perhaps the hotel could influence your
thinking on customer experience, and challenge you to think creatively about how to approach
security from customer-centric perspective. The messaging that you develop might be useful in
the airport terminal, for example. If you can find ways to describe benefit for situational awareness
training, as frustrating as it might initially be, perhaps you will find it easier to convince other
people in the airport community (e.g., tenant businesses) to spend some of their own money on
the training.

How might you respond?

When different micro-cultures and organizational systems collide, these sorts of interactions are
very normal. In almost all instances, they come from a position of each stakeholder group wanting
to do what they think is best.
Each situation is unique, and there is no single way to respond every time. There are, however,
change management principles that you might use to assist you. Ask yourself the following
questions:
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Case study – Implementing SeMS across
differing levels of readiness and maturity

1

Have I taken the time to really understand what is important to this particular
stakeholder?

Have I really listened? For example, have I really thought about what it might mean for the hotel
if they accidentally embarrass a guest, who then writes a terrible review on their website? With
the airline hub, they have invested large amounts of money in a reporting system that is working
really well for them, and allows them to collate data from their places of operation all around the
country. This is really valuable to them and in the case of the procurement and finance people,
saving as much money as possible really is a big part of their role. They might need to answer
questions on why they allowed your training to be approved, even though they do not know how
to articulate the benefits that the training might bring.
2

If you really understand the viewpoints of your stakeholders, are there ways to frame
your suggestions that speak to what is important to them?

Sometimes you need to reframe your messages:
• For your procurement and finance people, can you explain the effectiveness of situational
awareness training, and can you show how much money the airport would stand to lose if
an incident occurred? Can you present them with case studies from other incidents in other
airports?
• For the hotel, can you work together with the General Manager to identify ways in which
reporting suspicious behavior can be viewed as caring for customers? Perhaps you can put
some thought into how incidents of suspicious behavior might be dealt with specifically in the
hotel, in a way that comes across well to customers.
• For the airline, perhaps you look at ways to regularly share information across your two
systems. Perhaps you can put in place specific protocols that mean your reporting line is
instantly notified when something is reported in your airport, using the airline’s reporting
number.
Sometimes there might be prevailing myths, particularly among certain people in stakeholder
groups, that influence how people receive what you are saying. For example, perhaps there is
a myth at the hotel that when you use a reporting line, armed police will always arrive and take
charge in a very aggressive way. If you uncover this myth, you can make sure to directly send a
different message of what happens when suspicious activity is reported.
3

Can you find people of influence, who stakeholder groups might listen to more easily
than yourself? For example:

• For the airline, can you work with their own Training Manager to do the security training needs
assessment rather than imposing your own assessors on them?
• For the hotel, can you have someone more senior within your airport interact with their General
Manager, to take a bigger picture view of how an incident coming from the hotel could impact
the profitability of all organizations operating on the airport footprint?
• For your procurement and finance people, if there was just one person who you could spend
time building a relationship with, who would it be?
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Case study – Implementing SeMS across
differing levels of readiness and maturity

Sometimes, your biggest champions can be people who at first seem to be your biggest
detractors. If you can bring with you the people who carry the most influence in a system, then
you are more likely to catalyze wider change.
In that light, you should not always recruit champions from people who naturally agree with you or
who put themselves forward as wanting to be SeMS Champions. Consider spending time building
positive relationships with people who might not initially agree with you, and see if over time they
might start to see value in your approach.
4

Is this something that is critically important, where you simply have to get compliance as
soon as possible, or can it take time to develop and mature?

If it is absolutely vital, then you might need to take a direct approach and have someone very
senior work with you to push through changes. If you can take some time, you can choose
to work with stakeholder groups who want to work with you, and in time trust that through
observation, role modeling, and ongoing relationship building, you can encourage more to join
you.
5

Is this a case where you are trying to force something that is not needed?

In the case of the airline hub, perhaps you simply agree to pursue your different SeMS
approaches for now. Perhaps you continue to stay in touch and share best practices, but do not
take it any further for the time being.
6

Is there anything about your own approach that you need to reconsider?

Are your expectations fair, reasonable, and possible? Or are you imposing something that does
not add reasonable value to that stakeholder group even if you feel that it is something you would
like to do?
7

Have you really provided adequate explanation, and have you made sure that you
are doing what is within your influence to provide an enabling environment for the
stakeholders you are asking to work with you?

Have you really looked at barriers and enablers for them, and done what you reasonably can to
assist? For example, it is possible for security checks to result in slower queues, which in turn
may lead to penalties for poor customer service. Consequently, adequate security checks may
not happen properly during busy times. This issue needs to be addressed if security behavior is to
change.
8

Remember that a single means of engaging or interacting is not enough.

You need repeated conversations, in different ways and at different times, to gradually build
understanding between stakeholder groups.
9

System change takes time.

Depending on your particular airport, it is perfectly reasonable to expect change to take years.
Five years would not be an unreasonable time frame, and this is if you are consistent and
persistent in your approach.
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Case study – Implementing SeMS across
differing levels of readiness and maturity

10

Stakeholder groups need feedback, both when it goes right and when it goes wrong.
Make sure you publicize and celebrate successes.

Pay attention to the feedback, incentive, and communication mechanisms that you put in place to
maintain conversations with your stakeholders.
11

When you encounter negative responses such as irritation, anger, confusion, disinterest,
or suspicion, recognize that these are perfectly natural responses to being asked to do
something new.

Always communicate:
• The reason you are suggesting what you are suggesting.
• Point out how it benefits the person you are speaking to directly, as well as how it will be of
wider benefit to the whole airport community.
• Ask open questions. Listen to the response. Acknowledge even negative emotions that you may
wish you were not hearing!
• Ask for suggestions.

12

Expect that when stakeholder groups take on new behaviors, tools, or processes, it
might take some time for this to become consistent and there might be setbacks.

Again, expect some moments of challenge and negative reaction; often this a sign that you are
successfully shifting the old ways of doing things. The important thing is to keep communicating,
persisting, feeding back, making sure that you are being fair and reasonable, and adjusting your
approach as needed.
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